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Political artwork
stolen from FAC
Six student posters
were taken last week
from Fine Arts Center.
By lanell Kingsborough
SENIOR REPORTER

If il was any other year, the
artwork of students in the
Intermediate Digital Imaging
course might have lasted longer
on the wall than one or two
daysSix posters disappeared last
week from the Fine Arts Center.
The first vanished Tuesday night,
then another on Wednesday and
another early Friday morning.
Three other pieces won Stolen
over the weekend.
The class was assigned a
project — design a poster
reflecting "Art as a political

Task force
to benefit
University

said she feels discouraged and
fears that the artwork theft
may hinder students' chances
TWO FLAVORS OF COLA
of entering the contest.
"It was disrespectful and a
violation of their first amendment rights," Rusnak said.
She feels that taking the
artwork from the display
was one way of silencing the
students' voices.
"Whether people agreed
with the student's messages
BOIH BAO (OR vou
or not, that did not give Ehem
Graphic Created
the right to take matters into
STOLEN: Art created by Michael their own hands," Rusnak
Brandeberry
said. "The work was creating
healthy discussions among
statement." The posters would
people in the hall, but that was
he entered into the 9th Annual brought to a halt when die work
Undergraduate Art Contest
disappeared."
presented by BGSU libraries'
The students created posters
Multicultural Affairs Committee.
ART, PAGE 2
Class instructor, Laura Rusnak

BUSH KERRY

It Takes a Village'
unites children
By Carrie Whitaker
[D:;OR K

By Angela L6orter
MaNAGINS EDITOR

In an on-going effort to
improve the ties between the
community and University,
President Ribeau has created
a task force for his "Organizing
for Kngagement Initiative."
Led by Associate Dean of the
Graduate College. Dcanne
Snavely, this 16-membcr
groupwiUframethegiiidelines
for recognizing and rewarding
faculty through scholarship of
engagement.
"We
can
lead
the
way in implementing a
retention,
tenure
and
promotion process that
rewards and brings to fruition
excellence in engagement and
die collaborative process of
knowledge construction diat
results in significant community change," Ribeau stated in
his White Paper, "Recognizing
and RewardingtheScholarship
of Engagement at BGSU.*
Engagement is any activity by a faculty member that
positively effects the educational development, economic improvement and social
action of a community, said
Stephen). Van I look, assistant
professor in the development
of physics and astronomy.
The main purpose of this
task force is to define what
is required for an activity to
count as scholarship, he said.
These can include anything
that "improves the quality
of life" in and outside of the
University.
"It's a national trend in higher education." Snavely said.
The idea of scholarship
was "motivated by a call from
legislatures and parents, and
die general public that the
university become more
involved at solving and
addressing the major issues of
our day," she said.
One of these major issues
is that the University faculty
get more involved in their
external community.
COMMUNITY, PAGE 2

Alter speaking to parents of
other black children in Bowling
Green. Sheila Brown noticed a
trend.
One of Brown's Mend)
was upset because her
daughter came home from
school and told her she wanted
to be white.
As surprising as this may
sound, Brown, assistant director
for the Center for Multicultural
and Academic Initiatives, said
it is a situation she faced when
her son began schooL
"They are around white
people all die time," Brown said.

M i1 uuiirully they don't want to
hi ilitterent."
But now this concern has
morphed into a goal: To unite
black children and young
adults in Bowling Green and
show them they can be proud
of who they are.
This weekend two Greek
groups. Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority Inc. and Omega Psi Phi
fraternity, have teamed together
to create an event called It Takes
a Village. It was named after
the African proverb. "It takes a
village to raise a child," Sheila
Brown, adviser to AKA said.

VILLA6E,PAGE 2

evision network has led
youth voter registration
MTV's "Choose or
Lose" campaign aims
for record numbers
By Laurie MiHer
GUEST REPORTER

Typically when people think
about the television network
MTV, what comes to mind are
music videos. The Real World
and spring break in Cancun,

Where to go on election day
A guide for all of you voting in Wood Co.

Mexico.
The thought of MTV being
actively involved in politics
may come as a surprise.
MTV's campaign, "Choose
or Lose: 20 Million Loud," is
comprised of organizations
trying to encourage more than
20 million young adults, ages 18
to 30, to be a deciding factor in
the 2004 presidential election.
Since its debut In 1996,

Where do I vote?
Check out which color you are in,
match the color and number to
the corresponding location. That
is where you vote on election day.
Kidge Street School
225 Ridge St. BG
Smith Multicultural lounge
Union. BC.SU

South Main Street School
437 S. Main SLUG
St. Marie's lutheran Church
315 S. College Dr.
Crim Street School
1020 Scon Hamilton Dr.
Kenwood School
710 Kenwood Ave.
Bowting Green It. School
215W.vitoosterSt.
Peace Lutheran Church
1028 Pearl St.
Parks and Rcc. Office
1291ConneautAve.
Veterans Building
Conncaut Ave.
Senior High School
530 W. PoeRd.BG
Conneaut School
M2HMHMIH
lnlo|r»plM by Ashley Hehls. Inlormallon collected by Carrie Whitaker

First Christian Church
875 Haskins U.I

Still confused?
II you look at this map and think, "I was never good at geography." please visit the Wood Country Board of Elections' Web site at www.cowood.oh.us/
boa On the site you will find a link on the nght hand side that says, "Where do I vote." II you are registered to vote in Wood County all you do is type
in your name and it will let you know where you vote Nov. 2. If you have any other questions, call the Board of Elections at 419-3549120. Happy voting!

FOUR-DAY FORECAST

"Choose or Lose" has been
involved in now three primary
elections, each rime hoping to
reach eligible voters who are not
exercising their right.
Campaign efforts have not
gone unnoticed.
"I certainly applaud anyone
who tries to get people out to the
polls and I know that Choose
or Lose' had a big impact when
VOTE. PAGE 2

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
Food, prizes just
a few of the benefits at Sunday's
Broomball Tourney
Teams can still sign up for
Alpha Phi sorority's Broomball
tournament being held this
Sunday from 1-4 p.m. at the
Ice Arena.
The fundraiser will benefit
the Alpha Phi foundation
which raises money for cardiac care and heart research.
Alpha Phi will allow
sign up for the event until
Saturday afternoon and the
cost is $20 per team. The
event is open to the entire
campus
During the games prizes
will be raffled off and food
has been donated from
Pancra.
Approximately 30 teams
have already signed up to
play the game, which is like
hockey and is played on the
ice wearing tennis shoes.
For more information,
contact Sarah Skinder at
skinders^'bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Showers

The four-day forecast is taken
from wcather.com
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'Rock the Vote', MTV tour America to build participation
VOTE. FROM PAGE 1

Clinton ran," said Deborah
Hazard, Deputy Director lor the
Wood (fcunty Board of Election,
How effective M'iV's campaign
is ,n reaching people who fall
Into the targeted age oi lti to :io,
however, is most important.
Greg Bates is a junior at
Bowling Green State University
who, until recently; had not
registered to vote
"it's great that MTV has taken
a stand by encouraging young
people like myself to vole," he
said, "M IV is such a big part of
many young adults' everyday
lives, .Hid I think they could be
influential in the political arena
loo."
Ill addition to their news specials, which contain interviews
with both |ohn Kerry and (ieorge

W. Bush, MTV has created an politically-involved Ohio State
informational Web site as well.
University student. "They were
By visiting www.mtv.com/ playing music, talking with
chooseorlose/
potential everyone walking by and trying to
voters can learn more about the encourage young adults to
candidates and their issues, read register to vote. It was really cool
current news stories, provide to sec so many young people
ii iniments of their own and even interested in politics."
Although MTV's campaign has
register to vote or request an
proven to be impressive, it raises
absentee ballot.
The campaign also comes some questions about America's
complete with a "Hock the Vote" youth and their resistance to
lour bus, which is currently tour- voting.
ing 50 places, including shopping
"I know that some people
malls, campuses and concerts.
feel their vote does not make a
The goal of the tour is to reg- difference,"
Hazard
said.
ister one million new voters in "I lopefully after the 2000 election
hopes of getting a total of 20 mil- they realize it certainly does."
This is a common attitude that
lion to the polls on Election I >ay.
"I actually saw the MTV tour many eligible voters possess.
In 2000, nearly 106 million
bus this summer at a Dave
Matthews concert in Cleveland, Americans cast their votes. A
Ohio," said Amanda Dehn, a number that is seemingly high.

AKA helps minority children build lasting bonds
wonderful time there."
VILLAGE. FROM PAGE 1
At the first event the
Brown went to the sorority children could take African dance 1
and expressed the need for black essons and get their hair done
Students to come together and by members of the Greek groups
spend time with one another. and various volunteers. Also,
The women of AKA thought it AKA wanted to incorporate
one of their national programs
was a great idea, she said.
"I think that especially in a called the Ivy Reading AKAdemy,
community such as Bowling reading to the children while they
Green, where black children had their hair done.
I his weekend the event will
are SO few and far between, it
is important for them to get include the same elements, but
together and see there are the focus now is working on
children just like them," Leah having more children attend.
"I hope we will have a variety
Shaw, president of AKA said.
In early October, the group of age levels — children to high
offered the first It Takes a school students," Brown said.
Anetria
Cook,
another
\ illagc. Six children participated and Shaw said it was a great volunteer for the event, handles
the dance classes. Dance is her
experience.
"They were crying because minor and she enjoys using her
they didn't want to leave," she skill to help out.
"Dance is helpful because it
said. "It was sad, but it was
nice because they had such a gives them a different idea about

history and culture," Cook said.
"All the aspects can be tied
together."
The group's organizers aspire
to unite black children and
encourage their families to come
to more University sponsored
events in the future.
Kids that aren't affiliated with
Bowling Green don't know about
events we put together, like our
Kwanzaa celebration," Brown
said. "But this is a way they can
learn about their culture."
To the organizers of die event,
their efforts arc also about giving
black students self-confidence.
"We want students to think,
'I am not the only black child in
Bowling Green. 'ITiere are other
people who look like me," Brown
said. "We want them to say, 'I can
be proud of who I am."

but according to the Bureau
of Census, only accounts for
roughly one half of the voting age
population.
Statistically speaking, voter
turnout has dropped significantly among Americans ages 18
to 44 since 1972. less than 50
percent of eligible adults voted
in the 1996 election, and as
stated above the results were
comparable in 2000.
"I guess when I think about the
millions of people who vote, my
one vote seems irrelevant, but
my attitude is changing," Bates
said. "I recently registered to vote
this November because I would
like to see changes made."
Young Americans are full
of opinions about what is
right or wrong, and these have
specifically been seen and heard

since America invaded Iraq. for Women Voters have created
Getting those opinions into a a program called "Smackdown
voting booth is the trick. This Your Vote." This campaign is
is where MTV comes Into play, similar to MTV's in that it focuses
trying to mobilize young people on 18 to 30-year-olds and the
need to increase voter turnout.
to get their voices heard.
"Certainly it would be nice if These are just a few of the many
people were self-motivated, but organizations working toward
after being in the business for 16 the same cause.
MTV is a national organizayears, I am just glad something
is causing them to register and tion that reaches households all
across America, from Los Angeles
vote," Hazard said.
MTV is not the only to Bowling Green. The network
organization trying to motivate feels that if they can convince
the masses. Ohio Secretary of even a handful of young adults
State Kenneth Blackwell started to vote, they have contributed to
a program called "Xpect More," our democratic society.
"Even if MI"V doesn't reach
which attempts to get students
to expect more from their leaders 20 million voters, the fact that
they put themselves out there
and communities.
Also, the World Wrestling and took a political stand is an
Entertainment, Inc., Youth Vote, accomplishment in itself," Bates
ProjectVoteSmartandthelfiague said.

Campus police still investigating poster theft
ART, FROM PAGE 1

based on appropriate issues
currently debated in today's
political environment.
lady liberty with long blonde
hair wrapped in the American
flag standing in a puddle of oil
on fire is the image art student
Abbey TerMeer designed.
"She [lady liberty! was sadly
watching her liberty torch drop
into the oil which drenched
die flag she's covering herself
in," TerMeer said. "It basically
showed my opinions on the war
in Iraq, that it will ultimately
lead to our own destruction."
Like TerMccr's design, many
of the posters portrayed a
similar sentiment.
"I think the dollar has lost
it's value and more importantly people are willing to do
anything for it," an student

(:luis Kucherak said. "The struc- someone admired the art
ture of society is based upon pieces, or rather didn't support
greed. I think there should be an the views the posters displayed.
alternative method to society's Whatever the reasons, Rusnak
structure, one that provokes said she is debating whether
peace instead of greed."
to continue displaying student
Destruction of America work or figuring out ways to take
became Alicia Smith's theme.
more precautions for the display
By maintaining separation of
Church and State it depicted a of work.
"I think that whatever the
cartoon of the White House in
a top hat getting married to a motivation was behind it
church in a bridal veil with a red displays a lack of tolerance for
"x" over it. It parodied the slogan, other opinions," art student
"protect the sanctity of marriage" Michael Brandeherry said.
by saying, "protect the sanctity
According to lim Wiegand,
of the constitution."
Director of Public Safety, there
"It has a liberal message to it. are no leads or suspects at this
1 don't believe religion should time since the initial report
decide politics." Smith said. "I
was filed. The six posters were
believe in what I'm trying t<»
say, and expressing my beliefs valued at $150 each. Campus
police are investigating the theft
through art is liberating."
The students wonder if the and will continue to follow up
work was stolen because on reports.

University and community to better communicate through Task
mutually.
"I think that one issue is that
"We believe that our universi- a' lot of times the University
ties in the state of Ohio have is doing it Ischolarshipl but
human resources — faculty, I think that issue is making a
students and staff that could case to the community, because
turn some of their energy to they don't necessarily see the
helping them solve some of the different ways we are involved,"
problems that we have in Ohio," ( hi is Keil. associate professor in
the department of environmenshe said.
Moreover, expanding the tal health said.
Every week until Ian. 15,
doors of communication is
another way that the University the task force will meet to
and community can benefit identify policies that contribCOMMUNITY, FROM PAGE 1

Will Clark BG News

PLAYBOY: November Playboy Playmate and BG native Cara Zavaleta
visits Mike's Party Mart last evening.

2004-2005
CAMPUS PHONE
BOOKS ARE HERE!
Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up Today!
THE INFORMATION DESK

Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
.and don't miss the valuable coupons inside!

Thinking About
Law School?
Then plan to attend the Bowling Green
State
University
Law
Fair!
Representatives from nearly 30 law
schools trom around the country will be
present to discuss your future in law
school. This event is free and open to
ihc public.

NEWL9VE
1 & 2 Be

TfoW OF TERROR
THEN BEWARE OF WHAT LURKS IN THE

mmB> EN&NE HOUSE
Last Weekend!! $5.00
7-Midnight Oct. 29/30 & 7-10:30 Oct. 31
Northwest Ohio Railroad Preservation, Inc.
11600 County Rd. 99, Findlay
Take 1-75 South to Exit #161 - we're on
the northeast corner (Just west of Findlay Ford)
419-423-2995 www. nworrp.org

iVOlWtVG ELSE UKE IT!
"You arc cordially invited lo attend"

presented hy ihc Bowling Green Opera tTiealer
al Ihe College of Musical Arts of Bowling Cireen Slate University
Directed by Jennifer Hilbish Schuctz
Performed in Lnglish and Italian (with subtitles)
with Emily Freeman Brown and
the Bowling Green Philharmonia
Friday, November 5. at 8 p.m.
Sunday. November 7. at 3 p.m.
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center
Student Date Night Package $16
includes two student tickets and a flower at the box office.

Consult

housin

for driving directions and other details.
Financial support provided by the Law School Admission Council.

TAKE A FRIGHTENING RIDE ON THE

Rentals

What: Bowling Cireen State University Law Fair
When: Tuesday, November 2, 2004
11 :(K) am - 2:00 pm
Where: Howling Green State University
Bowen-Thompson Student Union #228
Bowling Green, Oil

www.ohiolawcaravan.org

ute to engagement, said Kathy considered engaged."
However, through faculty
larber, professor in educational
foundations and inquiry, and activity students may benefit as
women's studies and director well.
"Education will improve." Keil
of Partnerships for Community
said Things that are taught in
Acton.
In addition, the members will classes will be supplemented
have looked at issues of barriers or enhanced with studentthat impede engagement and engaged activities that hopefully
procedures that support and professors are doing — drawing
their students in."
promote it, she said.
"1 think that it's most
The potential for a positive
important that people know that change city-wide is enormous,
Initiative is so that we can help Farber said.
the University share its resourc"Hopefully people know that
es more readily with the broader we are going to act," she said.
community,'' Karber said. "And "I'm very excited about the
so that we can also reward possibility dial people who
faculty accordingly who do outstanding and rigorous work
these types of research and will finally be rewared...the facscholarship that would be ulty is very excited about that."

132 SOUTH MAIN • BOWLING GREEN

Reserve your tickets at the box office /~\ «■_<
with your Bursar account or credit card. I / M/^
For information call 419/372-8171 or 800-589-2224. ftoOftK!
Center bo» office open weekdays Noon to 6 p.m. xSw™^

ELECTION DAY
COUNT DOWN
5 DAYS
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www.bgnews.com/campus
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Union-Swamp Pub
7:30p.m.
Japanese horror film
An all-time box office hit in
lapan.

8a.m.—6p.m.
Models from the Architecture
322 Course
Union Galleries

off all appetizers and drinks.
Union

1 p. in.

Need help with Photoshop,
Illustrator, Video Editing,
etc? Stop on out to the Visual
Communication Technology

6—8 p.m.
VCTO Open Lab Session

Voices of Iraq,
groundbreaking documentary.
Union Theatre
4 p.m.
Mary Wolfe: The Real Meaning
of the Sistine Chapel Ceiling
Union - McMasler Room
5 — 6 (MIL
First Hour @ The Pub, BowenThompson Student Union
The Black Swamp Pub is offering a "First Hour" special, half

first Floor, Hanna Hall

Lab.

8—9-JOp.m.
Bible Study of the Gospel of
Mark. Group Bible discussion

247 Tech Building

using text on paper, not in a

book.
7 p.m.

Union, Room 314 or 208

Texas Hold'em Tournament
Win the grand prize of a $500
travel voucher.
Union Falcon's Nest

8—ft30p.m.
Bible Study of the Gospel of
Mark. Group Bible discussion
using text on paper, not in a

7 — 11 p.m.

book.

Come to the Halloween Bash.

Union, Room 314 or 208

Deaths, binge-drinking related
BylynnFriney
«RI OKPUS

Paramedics were taking away
the dangerously drunk college
freshman when a police officer
put a minor-in-possession citation on her stretcher and told
them to make sure she got it.
Hardly encouragement for
people to get help for friends with
alcohol poisoning, said Andrea
Blank, a junior at the University
of Missouri-Columbia.

That's why she's supporting a
proposal by some student government candidates that would
keep college officials from punishing students with alcohol
poisoning, or fellow partygoers
who try to get them help.
Already this school year,
four college students — two in
Colorado, one in Oklahoma,
one in Virginia — have died
after drinking so much that their
bodies stopped working. One

19-year-old student at Colorado
State died in a fraternity house
after consuming 30 to 40 drinks.
Her friends left her in an unused
room, where her body was found
12 hours later.
In St. Louis, Washington
University just banned alcohol at all official fraternity and
sorority functions for the rest of
this semester after a brawl on
Fraternity Row that injured two
DRINKING, PAGE 13

David Stephjnson KRI
CUT UP: Dr. Vu Nguyen demonstrates his precision carving ability on a Halloween pumpkin.

Large size, sturdy tools
key to carving pumpkins
became interested in carving
"just for the heck of it," he said.
Pumpkins for pies. Pumpkins for "I used a knife — it didn't work
plain old jack-o'-lantems. We're very well — to carve different
all familiar with those. But Dr. Vu faces like a cat's face and lots of
Nguyen takes one of those big designs."
orange orbs dotting the fields
His carvings
became
more elaborate, and Nguyen
and rums it into an art form.
searched the Internet for new
He carves portraits out of his
pumpkins.
ideas; he found directions for
"Origami is my first love. doing photographic portraits.
Each pumpkin portrait takes
I do more origami than anything else, but this is fun," said about three hours from start to
finish.
Nguyen, 39, a psychiatrist.
"like with anything, the more
Nguyen (pronounced Win),
a native of Vietnam whose you do it, the faster you get,
family came to Louisville, Ky., and you begin to develop your
in 1975, said he never carved techniques," he said.
The keys to success are choospumpkins as a child. It was not
part of Vietnamese culture. In ing a large pumpkin and sturdy
Kentucky, he said, "maybe once tools. Nguyen doesn't use pumpmy dad carved a pumpkin for kin carving kits because the tools
us, with triangles for the eyes aren't big enough, strong enough
or sharp enough. He buys tools
and nose."
Five years ago, Nguyen designed for wood caning and

By Beverly Fortune
KRICAHPUS

"Like with anything
the more you do
it, the faster you
get, and you begin
to develop your
techniques."
VU NGUYEN
PSYCHIATRIST

making pottery. Instead of using
a knife, he bought a scroll-saw
blade from the hardware store
and a small handle for it.
"Once you start cutting away
the mid-tones, achieving different shades of gray, is when 1
have to use a lot of artistry," he
said.
The Michelangelo of the
pumpkin patch will start the
PUMPKINS. PAGE 13

It's Hare! It's Now. It's The Grand Opening.
A new way lo live your lite. Rejuvenate. Replenish. Live
The Town Center at Levis Commons. Grand Opening October 26.
A Grand Opening tilled with entertainment, special discounts and giveaways,
and activities. It's your shopping experience. Bigger and blighter
Visit us at www.ShopLevisCommons com lor a complete schedule
ot events. Become a part ot it It's lite. Simplified

2**

life, simplified

TMI

TOWN

J2!?EVIS

Grand Opening

Three Levels
Your Own
Bedroom and
Bathroom
Ashley & Bassett
Furniture

FREE
Cable & Internet

You can't afford NOT to live here!
Call ana reserve your space today!
Leasing office located in
119 E. Court Street
Visit www.copperbeechtownhomes.com
and check out our online floor plans.
interior and exterior photos, rentals rates,
and detailed amenity listings!

Copper Speech

O Y\ N I I O M I
HMMI X I I I I S,

I

'

I

Call Today! (419)-353-3300

CINTEH

&cOMMONS

AT

■Via- M

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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QUOTELNQUOTE
"She was out of the way but she still got
shot... This should not happen to any
American citizen going to any type of
game."
Richard Sndgrove, on his daughter Victoria, who was fatally shot in the eye
by Boston police with a "nonlethal" projectile as she celebrated the Red Sox s
American League Championship Scries victory.
(BmnGtti

OPINION

U-WIRE KDITOMALI ARKANSAS TRAVELER (I. ARKANSAS)

Appointments are a major issue
When the public elects the
next president of the United
States, the U.S. Supreme Court
could be shifted to the point
of irreparably redefining the
Constitution and American
society.
Already, justices are
distinguished based on their
political tendencies, a sad fact
no matter which way a person
leans. It's unfortunate that the
ultimate interpreters of the

YOU DECIDE
Will potential Supreme Court
appointments affect who you
cast your ballot for? Send an
Email to thenews@bgnews.com
and tell us what you think, or
post teeback on our web site.
Constitution have obvious
favoritism toward specific
liberal or conservative beliefs.
While no lawmakers likely

can have faceless, nonopinion-based decision
making powers, the Supreme
Court should be the closest to
perfect in regards to following
the Constitution to the book.
Any stability that can be
salvaged in the Supreme Court
should be protected at all costs.
If voters re-elect President
Bush, he will have a chance to
name as many as four jusdees,
depending on bow many seats
are made available.

The appointments could put
the Constitution in die hands
of staunch conservatives, and
American freedoms could fade
away into irresponsible
perceptions of the document
sworn to provide even the
smallest minority group a fair
say in this country.
The consequences of a
conservative court could make
the Iraq war and more recent
controversial happenings seem
silly.

Issues that have no business
being considered illegal, and
rights that should never be
questioned, will be pondered
by those with similar interests
as our simple-minded
president.
Gay marriage would move
from a taboo subject for some
to an illegal issue for all.
The U.S. government would
endorse a Christian god and
frown at conflicting beliefs at a
level that would revive so-called

witch hunts, and
discrimination could once
again rear its ugly head and
rattle the foundations so many
civil rights leaders have
struggled to establish.
If granted a second term,
Bush could more effectively
disrupt equal rights struggles
that have been fought since this
country was founded based on
personal freedoms and
minimal governmental control.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Judges prevent the
Four official
candidates on
the Ohio ballot
With the 2004 election only a
few days away, I am glad to see
that the BGNews has taken the
opportunity to inform its
readers with its recent front-page
comparisons of the presidential
candidates' positions on
important issues.
1 am especially happy to see
Uiat die editors chose to include
a third-party candidate, Michael
Badnarik of the 1 jbertarian Party,
in this feature. The Democrats
and Republicans are not the
only political parties in our
country, and their opinions are
not the only ones that matter. 1
■ applaud the BGNews for placing
Badnarik side-by-side with Bush
I and Kerry.
However, there are four presidential candidates on Ohio's ballot, not three. I am curious as to
why the BGNews editors chose
to exclude Constitution Party
candidate Michael Peroutka
from their quick issues guide.
Peroutka is on the ballot in 36
states and is a write-in candidate
in eight more. This means that,
like Badnarik. Peroutka could, in
theory, win enough states' electoral votes to win the presidency.
While no newspaper can
possibly give equal coverage to.
the dozens of minor parties and
candidates out there, it seems
reasonable to me that an Ohio
paper should provide information on at least the four
candidates whose names Ohio
voters will see when they go to
the polls on November 2.
For more information on
' Michael Peroutka, you can visit
his campaign web site at www.
peroutka2004.com. You can read
about the Constitution Party and
their platform at
www.constirudonparty.com.

ALLAN DIEBALL
STUDENT

Welcome to
newfrat,but
make changes
I would first like to welcome
the Delta Lambda Phi Fraternity
to our Greek Community.
Being a founding father of
a fraternity here on campus I
can definitely appreciate what
you will face in the upcoming
months.
However there are some
aspects of DIP that I find ironic.

i

The mere fact that a fraternity
has a mission statement that
designates die type of men it
seeks based on sexual orientation exists is nonsensical.
Over the past 50 years
fraternities across the nation
have worked to erase the
stereotypes of being prejudice,
racial or discriminatory. There
have been changes in mottoes,
National Constitutions, and even
in the reasoning behind some
ritual symbols to accommodate
the met maturing world that is
waking up to an America where
everyone is equal.
I understand that the world
is not perfect; I also feel that
a group which is formed to
help separate people from one
another is a step in the wrong
direction.
I personally feel that by
adding a social fraternity that
has pre-determined focus on
certain group of individuals,
does not "complete a quality
undergraduate fraternity and
sorority experience that builds
community among all Greeks"
as the GreekBGSU mission
statement reads
The fraternity that I helped
start has always been open to all
men and has current and past
openly gay brothers. We feel
confident in our stance again
discrimination of any kind. 1
simply ask that groups such as
DLP do the same.
I do not want to see DIP leave
or not form. I would simply ask
that the group doesn't continue
to 'advertise' itself, or recruit
purely on sexual orientation, but
form as a social fraternity just
like all the others, and that Delta
Lambda Phi gains its reputation
just like the other BGSU
fraternities had to, by earning it.

CHAD NICHOLS
GREEK STUDENT

Story reveals
the need for
organ donors
Your story about Carolyn
Ruge's presentation on organ
donation! 10/27/04) highlighted
the tragic shortage of human
organs for transplant operations.
That shortage kills over 6,000
Americans every year. Most
of those deaths are needless.
Americans donate only half of
the organs that could save lives
and reduce suffering. They bury
or cremate the rest.
The solution to the organ
shortage is simple - if you don't
ag.ee to donate your organs
when you die, then you go to the
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back of the waiting list if you ever
need an organ to live.
A grass-roots group of organ
donors called I jfcSharers is
making this idea a reality one
member at a time.
LifeSharers is a non-profit
network of organ donors.
Members agree to donate their
organs when they die, and they
give fellow members "first dibs"
on their organs. This creates a
pool of organs available first
to members. The existence of
this pool gives other people an
incentive to sign donor cards
and join the network, and this
incentive grows stronger as the
network expands.
LifeSharers also makes the
organ allocation system fairer.
About 70% of the organs
transplanted in the United States
go to people who haven't agreed
to donate their own organs when
they die.
Anyone who wants to donate
their organs to others who have
agreed to donate theirs can
join LifeSharers at http://www.
Iifesharers.com. Membership
is free.
LifeSharers has 2.627
members, including 83
members in Ohio.

DAVID J.UNDIS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
LIFESHARERS

ON THE STREET
"What is the most
important issue to you
for the upcoming
elections?"

COLLEEN MAHONEY
SOPHOMORE,
PUBLIC RELATIONS
"The deficit."

ROB KLEINKNECHT
SENIOR, ACCOUNTING
"The Iraq War."

News coverage
of Moore event
was objective
I was appalled when 1 read
Mr. Bissa's letter to the editor in
which he questioned one of the
reporters for the BGNews and
her objectivity in her article highlighting Michael Moore's recent
visit to the Seagate Center. I
have enjoyed reading Hoesman's
articles, mainly because of her
objectivity and effort to show
all sides of a story. Furthermore,
I think the BG News staff as a
whole does an outstanding job
of being as unbiased as possible
in an election year.
While Bissa argues that one
word in Hoesman's article taints
the entire piece, I would contend
that Bissa is missing the point.
Hoesman wrote an article showing both sides of a political event
and how it affected BG students.
1 applaud the BGNews and
their reporters for putting such
emphasis on die election and
trying to make political
information as easily accessible
as possible to the young voters
on campus.

STEPHANIE REYES
FRSHMAN, UNDECIDED
"Financial aid,
college tuition."

RYAN WARD
SENIOR, PSYCHOLOGY
"Single nuclear
polymorphisms and
their effect on the
economy."
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will of tlie people

The judicial branch, at both
state and federal levels, is using
power that it doesn't
constitutionally possess to
overturn the will of the people
and create legislation. We need
action from Congress, and yet
we have filibusters.
Several times, President Bush
has addressed this issue, and is
committed to appointing judges
into power who realize their
responsibility, that it is not
honorable or just for a few
people who have not been
elected by the will of the people,
to don long black robes and
redefine and create new
legislation.
I lowever, Democrats in the
Senate, led by Senator Tom
Daschle, have been filibustering
the president's appointees,
'voting not to vote.' Our
legislative branch has evolved
so much partisan rifts that it has
been rendered quite useless in
checks and balances.
This judicial supremacy
complex is a serious problem,
and it needs to be corrected.
Here's an example: 78% of
people voted for traditional
marriage in Louisiana, and a
radical state judge threw out
die results, ruling against the
law and against the will of the
people
Regardless of where you stand
on the issue of marriage
amendments and so forth, the
people in Louisiana voted the
way they believed, and it was an
obvious and definite majority.
Except now, suddenly, our votes
don't even count.
I udges are not elected by us,
and yet they have the power to
push their worid view onto our
country, regardless of the will of
the majority.
The judicial branch
considers itself "a living and
evolving constitution," where
they can interpret it in any way
they want. They have convinced
themselves that the courts determine what the constitution says.
However, according to the
constitution they "uphold," the
judicial branch has been given
only the power to interpret laws,
Congress to make laws, and the
president to enforce them.
Did you know that Thomas
Jefferson was worried about the
development of a self-appointed
"government by a few," that
would gain judicial power and
be beyond the reach of the other
two branches of government?
Thanks to our current
judicial system, America is truly
in clanger of realizing his fears,
and may lose "of the people, by
the people, and for the people"
pretty quickly.
The checks and balances

JESSICA
FAUSNAUGH
Opinion Columnist
system is unbalanced, and
unless we find a way to
straighten it out now, it may
never be corrected.
Constitutionally, Congress has
been given the right and
responsibility to check the courts.
Congress has totally abandoned
this, led by Senator Daschle and
his filibusters, which makes
these filibusters dangerous.
We need to rein in the courts,
not appoint more liberal judges
whose only agenda is to push
their world view into America's
legal system.
In 1999, Senator Daschle
stated, "I find it completely
baffling diat a senator would
vote against even voting"
(Congressional Record).
Conveniently, his opinion is
different with a Republican in
the presidency.
Then again, why should
Democrats want to check the
courts when much of the most
controversial liberal legislation
has been passed by liberal
judges when Congress could
not?
This includes the elimination
of prayer and reading the Bible
in schools, abortion, partialbirth abortion, letting kids get
an abortion assisted by schools
without even knowledge of the
parents, and even rendering the
Pledge of Allegiance unconstitutional, where 90% of Americans
were outraged, from left to right.
Obviously, Democrats in
Congress are filibustering
because they want liberal judges
appointed. They know that
judges can pass whatever they
want with no threat of
consequence or accountability.
It is the constitutional right of
the president to appoint judges.
Congress's job is to make laws,
not tear up the fabric of the
constitution and render our
government useless.
This is not a partisan rampage;
it is me speaking out as a
"non-party" voter. I don't enjoy
melodrama outside of soap
operas, Including both Bush's
and Kerry's preaching against
the other candidate that the
world will end if the other is
elected.
However, judges have
overstepped their boundaries,
and we need a Congress free
enough from partisan
complications to do their job
and rein them in.
We deserve better than this.
Otherwise, this election may be
the last vote that matters.
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Bush voters need perspective
AARON
ZIMMERMAN
Guest Columnist
I was very good friends with
the president of the College
Republicans at the school I
transferred to BGSU from. We
would get into fierce debates
frequently about politics, but
we seemed unable to find any
common ground. It was as if
there was some wall between
us.
Earlier this year I got an
e-mail from her saying that she
could no longer imagine voting
for Bush.
She told me how her
summer in Africa had changed
her perspective. She told me
how clueless Bush now seemed.
The moral: Bush supporters,
you are blinded by your
nationalism.
Think about what you are
doing. What reason do you
really have to vote for the first
president to ever initiate a
preemptive strike against
another country, for reasons
shaky at best?
(jai you vote for a president
that has alienated most of the
rest of the world in his
campaign to spread freedom?

Moore receives unfair attacks

A president that inherited the country decided we were led by
largest surplus in the history of
a nithless dictator and
the nation and promptly turned attempted to liberate us?
it into the largest deficit?
Killing people to combat
Wouldn't it be nice if the
terrorism is like passing out
United States was known for its
condoms to promote
good nature, intelligence, and
abstinence.
international respectability,
Everyone tries to spin the
instead of fast food chains, pop
facts to promote their point
music, and sports teams?
of view. Michael Moore, Rush
As someone who has been
Limbaugh, Kerry, Bush, don't
on 3 other continents, I can
tnist any of their ads or
attest as well as my friend that
literature.
we are a bit of a joke to the rest
Don't even trust me, go
of the world.
research the real facts. I am
Bush is not a bad guy. He is
positive you will discover what
likable, determined, and
a mess Bush has left our
passionate. If I saw him in a bar, generation to deal with.
I'd probably buy him a drink
We must lestore
and sit with him for a while.
respectability to our nation.
But as president he sees the
Bush has failed miserably.
world in black and white.
To those who disagree with
He doesn't understand, or
me - maybe you could take a
refuses to think about, any
quick trip abroad, if it worked
perspective besides his own.
for my ultra-conservative friend,
Either you are for the war on
it can work for you.
terror or you are a terrorist.
To those who agree with me
He doesn't understand that
-do all you can, take Tuesday
every terrorist we kill was a
off and help out the College
father or mother which leaves
Democrats Kerry must win Uiis
children that now have a reason election, there is too much at
to hate the United States.
stake.
How can he not understand
To the president: you have sat
that to the Iraqi people fighting
too long here for any good you
us right now we are unwelcome have been doing. Depart, I say,
invaders, not liberty spreading
and let us have done with you.
crusaders. Can you imagine
In the name of God, go.
how we would react if another
Above all vote next Tuesday.

Equality is the basis of the US.
SARAH
FAVATA
Guest Columnist
I lomosexuals should have
the same rights as heterosexual
married couples.
Why can't a gay person have
their partner by their side when
they die, as they have been for
most of dieir lives together?
It is not fair.
Equal rights have been
fought for since the very
beginnings of this country. In
fact, it is what the country was
founded for!
Europeans wanted the right
to practice their own religion
freely. Then, we wanted our
rights to be free of European
rule, next came women's rights,
and finally black civil rights.
Now, in a new age,
homosexual rights, or lack
there of, have come to the
forefront and need to he
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The more exposed the
voters are to political
information, the more likely
they are to actually think
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addressed. For a country that
has been fighting for freedom
since its beginnings, I would
think the people of the U.S.
would be more sensitive about
everyone's rights.
It doesn't have to be called
marriage. I don't think the title
is the main issue for most gays,
I think it is the idea behind it.
the rights.
1 think most straight people
lake their lives and
relationships for granted.
They don't think about the
everyday things in their lives
that are being withheld from
gay couples.
The first story in the movie
It these Walls Could Talk Too."
shows the devastation, loss, and
loneliness caused by the death
of a lesbian's partner. She was
kept out of the hospital and her
partner's family did not let her
keep the house the two had
shared for decades, which held
many memories.
It is an excellent movie to

watch to understand some of
the problems of not having
equal rights.
I'm pretty sure If straight
peoples' rights were taken away,
they would be highly angry and
protest.
Unfortunately, this is what
gays have to deal with every day
of their lives.
As 1 said before, you don't
have to call it marriage, at least
give gays the right to be
together in the eyes of the
government.
The U.S. claims separation
of church and state, so please,
try to put yourselves in a gay
persons shoes and think about
how you would feel if you had
no legal rights to be with the
person you love.
Homosexuals love the same
way heterosexuals do, they just
happen to love people of the
same sex. Do not vote for gay
marriage bans! Please suppon
peoples' rights to be together as
human beings.

before they head to the voting
booths on Tuesday.
I for one am thankful that a
reporter like Hoesman writes
for the BGNews and look
forward to reading more from

her in the future.

as the spoiler of the 2000
election than believe what
Palast reported in Florida.
Moore did say he planned on
Asst. Opinion Editor splitting time on election day
between here and Florida.
He also focused on
Why can't we have one?
November 2, but made little
It's not fair. There's Bill
reference to November .1,
(llft'illy, Sean Hannity, Rush
though to his credit Morello did.
limbaugh, Ann Coulter, etc.
My chief concern is that
But they won't let us have
all the interest and fervor will
Michael Moore without trying
dissipate after the election,
to destroy him.
especially if Kerry wins. There
C'mon at least he's an artist,
is a lot of work to do and a lot
the aforementioned are just
Of promises Kerry must be held
angry talking heads Some will
accountable for.
argue that he's on the same
One final disagreement I
shameful level as the others,
have with Moore, and l>uiT
but none will argue that they
Daddy for that matter, is the
are as effective. But if you think
pressuring of voters to cast
he is just a propaganda
artist, then let the left have him, their ballots though they have ,
no idea what they are voting
you've got yours.
for. Sure, it's a sale bet to nev«
Michael Moore was at the
SeaGate Centre in "the Flint
vote Republican since they do
nothing for you, unless you got
of Ohio" as he called it, on
money for $2000 a plate fund
Monday night. He was joined
raising dinners.
on stage by former Rage
Against the Machine
Tome, it's just another form
of manipulation. Know what
guitarist Tom Morello who had
some insight as to why they
you are voting for, so thai when
this politician fails or someone
try to censor his films, books
else two, lour or six years down
and even the 60-city Slacker
the line tells you he/she has
Uprising Tour.
failed, die judgment will be
They are not afraid of
yours.
Michael Moore, they are afraid
Moore has been slandered
of you," Morello said.
foryears, ever since "Roger
I don't agree with everything
Michael Moore does or says but and Me" came out. i fes next
movie is going to IK- about the
1 hardly think that's reason not
to like him.
pharmaceutical and health care
companies
Sure, apparently he feels
At the event on Monday he
pity and contempt for a man
1 greatly admire, Ralph Nader.
made reference to a memo
pharmaceutical giant Itizer
"All of us feel very sorry for
sent out to its employees when
Ralph. He's striking a match to
they learned of Moore's
his legacy," Moore said. Mike,
intentions. The memo
this is his legacy.
(living voters an option even
concludes with "We're not sure
if he's pro or con." Big business
though those normally likely to
doesn't like him, that should be
vote lor him will not Ls exactly
reason enough for you TO like
what Nader should be doing,
Every year that an election is
him Moore even included the
number for Pfizers Michael
close, democracy should be
Moore I Iodine", In case he
crippled? In Fahrenheit 9/11
shows up to their offices. I lere
he used journalist Greg Palast's
it is 212-573-1226. Moore asks
research on voter disenfranthat you say "I le's here, he's in
chisement in Florida, which
clearly cost Gore the election
the building. Send reinforce
merits,* when they answer.
In 2000. It appears to me that
While O'Reilly is allegedly
more people still think of Nader

RUSS
ZIMMER

sexually harassing women at
his workplace, practically
admitting to the charge, and
Umbaugn is an confessed
pill-popper after years of saying
that drug offenders should be
given the maximum penalty
among other baseless
comments, Moore is now a
wanted man.
In Michigan, Moore handed
out underwear to young voters
in exchange for their promise
to vote on Tuesday. Republican
leaders immediately claimed
he was buying votes,
Could it be they are using the
system to exact revenge on a
man who has constantly shined
the poiliglit on their misdeeds?
No, they are just upholding
the law. like Rush and Billy.
I must give Moore credit for
not mentioning John Kerry as
much as i expected
1 never liked that Moore
has associated himself with
the Democratic Party, but his
t Isceral and understandable
hatred of Hush has drawn him
to do soils it will most likely
make me on Tuesday
Hush supporters were in the
SeaGate Centre for the event
\s Moore pointed out, they
didn't have to sign a n oath of
loyalty, like at Bush rallies.
Maybe that's why Bush did
so poorly at the debates. He
never puts himself in situations
thai are unfriendly and indeed
at the first debate seemed
shocked that Kerry was
bad-mouthing him to his lure.
Why does Disney try to
stop Fahrenheit 9/11 from
being released, because they
don't want to gel involved in
politics? Their answer would be
reasonable, if they didn't care
I lannity's hatemongering show
on some ol their radio stations.
Why did some theatres refuse
to show, what at least artistically,
maybe the best major documentary ever? Why don't those
right-wing propaganda monsters face the same obstacles?
When you take on money
and power, thafs what you are
up against and it's not easy.

Katie McMahon
Student
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THE TRUTH IS...
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Lake Superior State
Friday - 7:05 p.m.
Saturday - 2:35 p.m.
October 29th & 30th
BGSU Ice Arena
Students don't miss out on
your chance to receive a
2004-05 Falcon hockey
schedule magnet on Friday
or Saturdayl
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Students get in free with a valid BGSU I.D.!
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1YOU REAUV DON'T CARE WHAT YOU FAT. KEEP rjflK TO
THE SAW PIACES. THE LUNCH LAW WHO W PROUD.

,„. | BUT ir wo RATHE; NOT BE EATING PRESSED AND

FORMED SANDWICH MEATS. COME SEE YOUR UNCLE JIMMY.

LET THE TRUTH BE KNOWN.

SERIOUS SANDWICH DELIVERY
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The Gavel's coverage was poor
coundl at work in pursuit of
Greek Standards. Omega l>si I'hi
Fraternity, Inc. planned
hi weekly brolherhood
Guest Columnist
workshops, occurring as early
as late September.
As a member of ihe (ircck
I he Men of Phi Beta Sigma
community, I pride myself on
fraternity advocated their
the events thai are promoted
Project SLF.P.P, this past month
and provided to the campus via and put on a successful charity
the principles of all Greek
event
organizations.
An event of Delta Sigma
Therefore it was a great
I heta Sorority. Inc. provided a
displeasure to read the Gavel's
"Love Auction" whose
October issue and its lack of
beneficial charities were
press to the NPHC and GIB
I labital lor 1 Itimanify, Dance
Councils.
Marathon, and COCOON a
I CM as much as Ihe Gavel
new women's shelter that will
Stands for the Greek bonds of
be opening in January here in
fratemalism, it favorably paid
Bowling Green
a great deal of all attention to
Kappa Alpha I'si, and Alpha
n<: and PHC councils as they
Phi Alpha Fraternities
advertised their events and
collaborated together to bring
accomplishments thus far in
the campus a basketball
the semester and gave not ONI-. tournament with proceeds
SENT! NCI [ONPHCORGffl
going to area high school
in the entire issue.
seniors in scholarships,
I proudly boast the neat
Members of Zeta Phi
strides and accomplishments of Beta Sorority, Inc. currently
Organizations and members of
anticipate their Mr. Bill Magic
my council (NPI If.) as we have
Scholarship Pageant to be held
moved toward a unified goal in
in November; Prior to this, the
members could l>c seen selling
providing diversified
programming geared towards
Carnations in the Union in
support oi a National Project
first year students, campus
called "/-l lope" i/etasHelping
community service projects,
Other People).
and events based on our
founding principles.
\lpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc. is In the midst of their "Pink
It saddens me that no
mention of either GIB or NPHC Paradise Week" and have more
than enough awareness
was at all mentioned
programs thai are also worthy
throughout this issue when
ol the press and publication.
I can give you countless
So again, I reiterate the poor
examples of members of mv

BETHANY
WINSTON

Sen KERRY WILL
LET TERRORISTS
NUKE U.S CITIES.

KERRY WILL DESTROY
SOCIAL SECURITY AND
PUT YOUR GRANNY
OUT ON THE ICE.

HE'LL FORCE YOUR KIDS
TO MARRY SAME-SEX
POLYGAMOUS TRANSVESTITES. AND
PERSONALLY RIP THE
STEM CELLS OUT
OF YOUR CAT.

coverage of the Greek
community here at BGSU as it
solely reflects 50 percent of the
great Greekdom that we have.
Most of these events have
occurred within the last month
or so and have received
negative attention from the
HI I News opinion press. While
others have received no
attention from at least the one
place where they thought they
could find recognition, The
Ciavel.
I do sincerely hope that you
take a good look at your
planning of the next issue and
that since such time and effort
was devoted into the countless
actions of 1FC and PHC
councils that you do the same
for the NPHC and GIB councils
in the next issue.
Seeing as to how we all stand
for pretty much the same thing
but come from different
backgrounds, ethnicities, and
reach various groups, I would
agree that equality should be
given instead of just our
letters posted on the front page
fi >i decoration and the idea of
"unity."
Believe ii or not potential
members of our recruitment
process do read the Gavel, and
with no public support from
the quote-unquote Greek
Newspaper, it is hard to
advocate what we stand for,
(unified) and even build our
smaller councils into larger
ones.

HE'LL HAND IRAQ TO
OSAMA. AND GIVE THE
NEW MASS-GRAVEDIGGING CONTRACTS
TO THE FRENCH.

OH, AND DID I
MENTION THAT HE'LL
SAY ANYTHING TO
GET ELECTED?....
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Politicians as comedic material
learn more about the news in
and debate.
30 minutes of "The Dairy Show"
We as entertainment
than an hour of "The Factor")
consumers are far more likely
by making their commentary
to cheer and jeer along with
U-WireColumnist
interesting and amusing but
our chosen warrior than listen
they are clearly saying the
to what's being said, and this
Last week, there was quite an tendency is only cheered on
things that the blowhards on
on-air confrontation between
the cable networks simply aren't
by the eye-catching graphics
"Crossfire's" Paul Begala and
ballsy enough to say.
and theme music - "War on
Tucker Carlson and "The Daily
Stewart especially takes this
Terrorism," "Future of Iraq" and
Show's" Ion Stewart.
work seriously as his show
others.
Stewart, co-author of the new
Edward R. Murrow and many mixes interviews with news
book "America (The Book)," has members of the U.S. Senate (a
makers with the spoofing and
been critical of news media for
body at least slightly familiar
fake news that makes his show
slacking off on the job. Stewart
with deliberation and debate)
so delightful.
accused the "Crossfire" crew
have lamented the death of
He has hosted the likes of Bill
of hosting the equivalent of
true opinion and back ai u I
Clinton, lohn Kerry and John
political professional wrestling
forth on television.
McCain as well as operatives
instead of a debate show.
And anyone who's watched
like Ed Gillespie (chairman of
When Carlson, the resident
"The Factor," "Hardball" and
the RNQ and Donna Brazil
bow-tie rack on the program,
"Hannity and Colmes" knows
(campaign manager for Al Gore
responded regarding Stewart's
this is true.
in 2000).
own journalistic responsibilities,
Of course, Stewart has been
In each of these interviews,
Stewart responded with a line
the target of O'Reilly's wrath, as
Stewart dispenses questions
great enough to quote.
well.
that allow the interviewees to
STEWART: It's not honest
O'Reilly recently called
stay on message and moves
What you do is not honest.
Stewart's viewers "misinformed, them off of their comfortable
What you do is partisan hackery. stupid stoners" during an interpedestal to
And I will tell vou why I know it. view with
...
answer quesCARLSON: You had John
"Lo and behold, just tions that aren't
Stewart on
Kerry on your show and you
"The Factor."
accusatory but
a few weeks later
sniff his throne and you're
Loand
accusing us of partisan
comes a survey that areInpointed.
behold,
a time
hackery?
just a few
w hen politics
shows
that
Stewart's
STEWART: Absolutely.
weeks later
too quickly
CARISON: You've got to be
viewers are the most are
comes a
equated with
kidding me. He comes on and
survey that
politically aware
partisan
vou...
shows that
rancor, and
STEWART: You're on CNN.
media consumers in when
Stewart's
The show that leads into me is
viewers
the country.
political talking
puppets making crank phone
are the
points are less
calls.
most politiinformative
Awesome.
cally aware
than political jokesters, it is
But Stewart is probably
media consumers in the
heartening that we still have
right. The kind of discourse on
country, more adept at the
one set of media figures who
American TV sets today has
issues than readers of the New
are interested in getting to the
been reduced to sound bites
York Times, viewers of national
and fallacious accusations from news broadcasts and, of course. point as well as getting laughs.
Whether Robert Novak thinks
America's top-rated TV
"The O'Reilly Factor" (whose
Stewart is "misinformed" or
personalities.
viewers ranked dead last).
O'Reilly thinks him "a stoner,"
'I"here can't be any clearer
So what should we think of
he and his compatriots are
example of this than Fox News'
Stewart and "The Daily Show,"
probably contributing more to
BUI O'Reilly and the "O'Reilly
along with his counterparts
the American political
Factor," which is effectively a
in current affairs commentary,
consciousness than thev ever
one-hour carnival of O'Reilly's
Colin Quinn's "Tough Crowd"
will.
diatribes against rap music,
and Tina Fey and Amy Poehler
As long as politicians are still
popular culture and liberals »
of "Saturday Night Live?"
providing fodder for comedians
- facts and human decency not
We should applaud them.
instead of leadership and vision,
required.
Not only are they elevating
these trusty comics will keep
the level of information
Television is a natural
telling it like it is for the rest of
medium for bombastic rhetoric provided to the average
television viewer (it isn't hard to us.
and flashv titles over substance
NICK
HUGGLER

LETTERS,FROM PAGE 5

Ethnic joke in
BGNews was
insensitive

I was very dissappointed
with the loke referring to
Italians in the paper on 10/28.
It is inappropriate to make
stereotypical jokes regarding
race or ethnicity. lokes of this
nature are uncalled for towards
any race, including ours.

There are many Italians and
Italian-Americans on this
campus and the BG News
needs to be sensitive to all
nationalities.
LINDSAY QUARTINI
VP, BGSU ITALIAN CLUB

LISTINGS FOR FALL 2005
NOW AVAILABLE
Bentwood Estates
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
Enterprise Square Apts.
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
...and many more apartments and houses

25th Annual
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DNA SAMPLES USED TO IDENTIFY SUSPECTS

(AP) Columbus — Attorney General Jim Petro says
DNA taken from current or former prison inmates
has been used to identify potential suspects in 202
previously unsolved violent crimes. The first cases
where matches were made were announced yesterday
in Cincinnatti.

STATE
Judge halts
GOP hearings
Voter reg. challenges put on hold
By lohn Nolan

voter registrations.
Republicans say mail
CINCINNATI - A federal judge to challenged voters was
yesterday temporarily stopped returned, indicating possible
hearings on thousands of voter fraud. Democrats say the
registrations, ruling in favor of GOP is targeting new voters
Democrats who sued to halt registered by political groups
Republican challenges of reg- supporting Sen. John Kerry,
istrations the GOP said could the Democratic challenger to
be fraudulent.
President Bush.
David Sullivan, voter proU.S. District Judge Susan
Dlott ruled that six county elec- tection coordinator for the
tions boards should stop hear- Ohio Democratic Party, said
ings scheduled this week in although Dion's temporary
Ohio, a hotly contested state for order applies only to the six
Tuesday's presidential election. counties that were defendants
Two of the counties, Cuyahoga —Franklin, Lawrence, Medina,
and Franklin, account for Cuyahoga, SciotoandTrumbull
most of the remaining GOP — all counties should suspend
hearings on the challenges.
challenges.
The Democrats filed suit He said the party would file in
Tuesday requesting an order to court against any county that
halt the hearings that county proceeded with hearings.
boards of elections had sched"This is an important victory
uled to determine whether for all Ohio voters because it
challenged voters live where means this cynical and desthey are registered and should perate effort by the Republican
Party to prevent thousands of
remain on the rolls.
Dlott, appointed by former voters to legally cast their votes
President Clinton in 1995, said has backfired," Sullivan said.
her temporary order would
The party will have a strong
remain in effect until further presenceat thepollson Fleet ion
rulings in the case. She sched- Day, should Republicans try
uled a hearing in her Cincinnati another tactic to challenge
voters, Sullivan said.
court for Friday morning.
"What we want to stress is
Elections boards in at least
62 of 88 Ohio counties have we are going to be there to proscheduled hearings on the tect people. We were there to
GOP challenges. Republican protect them today and we'll
officials said they were chal- be there to protect them on
lenging as many as 35,000 Election Day," he said.
M/SSOCIHEDmSS

READ ft REACT: Ohio Secretary of State Ken Blackwell speaks in his office with reporters last Thursday in Columbus, Ohio.

Blackwell holds ground
By Andrew Weteh-Huffiins
tHf ASS0CIMED PRESS

COLUMBUS, Ohio — He's the
enforcer of an archaic rule requiring voter registration forms to be
printed on 80-pound paper. He's
been accused of trying to suppress the black vote by rejecting ballots cast in the wrong
precinct.
But on Nov. 2. Ohio Secretary
of State ). Kenneth Blackwell
— and obscure officials like him
in other key states around the
country — will decide which
voles count, in a race where
every vote counts.
And because the race in Ohio
between President Bush and
John Kerry is too close to call,
Blackwell could easily become
the next Katherine Harris. Harris
was the Florida secretary of
state whose rulings in the 2000
recount helped give Bush a narrow electoral victory over Al
Gore. Blackwell could end up in
a similar position in this swing
state, where the margin of victory for either Keny or Bush could

be so small that it is a matter of
dispute.
Critics view Blackwell — a
conservative black Republican
who has crusaded against
everything from taxes to gay
marriage — as a willing pawn
of the GOP
"It's important to point out that
Secretary Blackwell was sworn
to uphold and defend the constitution, not the Republican
Party," said NAACP President
Kweisi Mfiime. "He has a constitutional obligation to try to
find a way to increase the ability of people to exercise their
rights to vote and not decrease
them."
But a look at his past, his record
and his ambitions reveals
Blackwell as more maverick than
pawn, willing to take on anyone
— Republican or Democrat,
black or white — who gets in
his way.
"If you get pushed around," says
Blackwell, "people will just push
you around more."
A former college football star,

"It's important
to point out that
Secretary Blackwell
was sworn to
uphold and defend
the constitution,
not the Republican
Party."
KWEISI MFUME
NAACP PRESIDENT

Blackwell lived as a child in
public housing in Cincinnati's
inner-city West F.nd. Steve
Reece, a businessman who went
to elementary school with him.
remembers Blackwell facing
down bullies who took other
kids' lunch money. "If you take
him on, he's going to fight."
Reece said.
Blackwell carried that take-noprisoners style into politics. He
knocked Ralph Nader off the
Ohio ballot, which could help
Democrats. He enraged state

Republicans by trying to undo a
penny sales tax they'd enacted to
balance the budget.
But it's his rulings on how voters
are registered, and where they
can vote, that have caused the
most controversy
The "80-pound paper" regulation, requiring voter registration forms to be printed on
heavy stock, was proof-positive
to some of his critics that he
was out to suppress the vote.
Blackwell said the rule — an old
law that had not previously been
enforced — would ensure that
registrations were not shredded by postal equipment. But
he eventually backed off and
instructed election boards to
accept all forms they received.
He also successfully fought for
the right to disregard provisional
ballots cast in the wrong precinct. These ballots are backups
for voters whose names do not
appear on the rolls. Democrats
believe they should be accepted
as long as they are cast in the
BLACKWELL. PAGE 13

Are you feeling a draft?
Army recruiters can't fill their
quotas. Re-enlistments are
plummeting. Soldiers are being
forced to stay past their
contracted time.
Meanwhile, Iraq is a
quagmire that's only
going to get worse.
With America's
armed forces
already stretched
to the breaking
point in Iraq and
Afghanistan,
where are
j tomorrow's
troops going to
come from?
As college students
today, we ought to
seriously consider that question.
Oh yes, President Bush insists
he won't bring back the draft.
But remember: this is the same

president who swore that
Iraq had weapons of mass
destruction. That Saddam was
linked to 9/11. And that Iraqis
would welcome us with open
arms. He was dead wrong
every time.
With George Bush stubbornly
determined to go it alone,
our allies won't join us.
American troops will still be
90 percent of the "coalition."
And 90 percent of its dead
and wounded.
And the volunteer military will
be a casualty of war.
So unless you like the idea
of graduate school in Fallujah,
we need to pay careful
attention to what our
president is saying, versus
what it really means.
Now do you feel that draft?

MoveOn
Visit www.moveonstudentaction.org MoveOn Student Action is a project of the MoveOn.org Voter Fund and Click Back America.
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VOLUNTEER
BUILD CHARACTER
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NOVEMBER 2
CT
MORE
IN
When you expect more, you geM

i
mre

. . . from your community
. . . from your leaders
_.from yourself
A Youth Civic Engagement Initiative from Secretary of State J. Kenneth Blackwell
(877) 767-6446
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NFL TITANS LOOKING TO GET BACK TO WINNING WAYS. PAGE 11

BRIEFING
Women's B-Ball
tickets sell for WNIT

THURSDAY

Tickets are now on sale for
the Bowling Green women's
basketball team's season-opening game at Ohio State.
All tickets are reserved seats
and cost $10 and will be available at the BG Athletics Ticket
Office.
The game is slated to begin
at 7 p.m. at OSU's Value City
Arena.
The ticket office has a limited
number of tickets for the Nov.
12 game, which will be a firstround contest for the Falcons.

MerfsCC
looks to
improve
from 2003
By Ryan AutuUo
SPORTS REPORTER

Cami Wells' objective for this
weekend's Mid American
Conference championships is
simple.
The Bowling Green cross country coach wants to see the men's
squad finish higher than at last
year's league meet.
That won't take much.
The Falcons finished dead last
at 12th place.
"It was an extremely disappointing year," Wells said.
BG will get the opportunity to
distinguish the bad taste in their
collective mouths when they
travel to Toledo's Ottawa Park
Golf Course on Saturday for the
MAC championships.
A repeat finish from last year
would be impossible now that
the league has only 10 programs
But Wells would like to perform
well enough to not be among the
league's cellar dwellers.
"I would be highly disappointed if we did not finish higher than
eighth," Wells said. "If we run very
well, we have the ability to move
up two or three spots."
Wells refuses to downplay the
race. After back-to-back frustrating efforts at the All-Ohio meet
and the Falcon Invitational, Wells
is looking for validation from her
squad heading into the postseason.
"This is the meet we train for
CROSS COUNTRY, PAGE 10
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www.bgnews.com/sports
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Falcons prepare
for MAC meet
By Jessica Ameling
SPORTS REPORTER

The day has finally come.
The day the women's cross
country team has been
preparing for all season.
This Saturday the team will
attempt to claim the title of
MAC Champions.
The team has momentum going into this meet,
coming off a win at the
Falcon Invitational two
weeks ago in which five
falcons placed in the top
13 spots.
To claim the title this
weekend the team will
have to dethrone Ball State,
die reigning champions
and favorites going into
the meet,
BG head coach Cami
Wells said that if the top
five runners finish in the
Steven Gainer BGNews
top 25, the team will have READY TO RUN: The Bowling Green cross country team is ready to take
a good chance to win the on the MAC at this weekend's MAC championship meet.
overall title.
BG's last team championship seconds and top eight
She also said this year
within 30 seconds," coach
the league is very tough and came in 1998, and their last
individual champion claimed Wells said.
fairly even across the board.
"This conference is a very the title in 1995.
The team is very confident
1 .ist year the team placed going into this meet, after comstrong cross country conference and the teams are pretty eighth at this meet with 172 pleting a strong regular season.
"They are focusing on stayevenly matched, especially this points. Amber Culp, who
year. 1 believe that there are graduated last year, led the ing healthy, resting and eating
seven or eight teams that have team with a fifth place finish. right and not letting the
hype of the MAC championthe capability to win the meet. The highest returning placer
It will all come down to who is Bridget Dalic. who finished ship interfere with their focus,"
coach Wells said.
steps up and runs the best on 33rd.
As always, the lady falcons
The meet will take place
Saturday
If the team does win the title, will look to keep their top run- at Ottawa Park Golf Course
at the University of Toledo.
BG would tie Ohio University ners close together.
"We have a goal of having The women nin at Saturday
for the most championships by
one MAC school, with eight. our top five runners within 20 at noon.

PGA Tour season coining to a close
Saturday's Chrysler
Championship
becomes a number's
game as season
comes to a close.

BrianMcRoberts BGNews

BALL CONTROL: Samantha Meister and the Bowling Green women's
soccer team will look to beat Toledo later today.

Women's soccer goes
for postseason vs. UT
Game against Toledo
will decide BG's
chances at playoffs.
By Danielle Tanner
SPORTS REPOR'ER

Any chance the Bowling Green
women's soccer team has of
making it to the post-season
Mid-American
Conference
Tournament lies in the results of
tonight's match against Toledo.
"If we win, we go |to the toumament|. If they win, they go. Ifwe
tie neither of us go," head coach
Andy Richards said.
The pressure of such an important game would normally create
at least some jitters of nervousness in a team, but Richards said
that oddly enough, the pressure

By Richard Rosenblatt

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Rod Pampling has never been to
the Tour Championship.
Iiistin Leonard has never
missed one.
lim Furyk has one last chance
to extend his streak to seven
years with at least one PGA
Tour victory. Vijay Singh is just
as determined to win his ninth
tournament of the season.
loey Sindelar wants to get in
the Masters. Craig Barlow wants
to keep his PGA Tour card.
"There are bubbles all over the
place," Sindelar said Wednesday
at the Chrysler Championship,
the final full-field event on the
PGA Tour, it's fun to have that
Piter Coijrove AP Photo
chance."
HIT THE FAIRWAY: Vijay Singh tees off at last week's Fonai Classic while John Daly watches on. The two
The Chrysler Championship
becomes a numbers game will be trying to make a variety of cuts at this weekend's Chrysler Championships.
Sunday:
"It definitely doesn't feel good sure increasing at each rung,
Wednesday — Jeff Maggert at
— The top 30 on the money being (No.) 126," said Barlow,
Kenny Perry is $ 12,482 behind No. 40, who already is eligible for
list get into the $6 million Tour who trails Olin Browne by Pampling in his bid to get into the Masters, decided not to play.
Championship next week at $1,214. "The way I'm looking the top 30 and go to the Tour That means Sindelar went from
East Lake.
at this week, it's just another Championship. Behind him are a $9,000 cushion to a $61,000
—The top 40 get invited to the golf tournament. If you want guys like Jonathan Kaye, Charles cushion.
Masters.
to think about that it's the last Howell III and Tim Herron.
"It helps for guys trying to pass
— The top 70 get into all the tournament of the year, and I'm Leonard is No. 41 and probably me," Sindelar said. "So I'm kind
i mi tat in i nik such as Bay Hill 126th on the money list, you're needs a third-place finish to of in the protect mode. If I could
and the Memorial.
continue his streak.
finish 25th or better, I should
going to drive yourself crazy."
—The top 125 keep their PGA
Retief Goosen is the defending
Several players have never be OK."
Tour cards for next year.
champion at Innisbrook. and he been to the Masters, and this
Sindelar has been on the bub— The top 150 have limited has no worries at No. 13 on the might be their best chance. ble more times than he cares to
status, meaning players can ask money list. Playing in the United Ryan Palmer won Disney list remember. He finished 126th
for exemptions or enter only States for the first time since he week to move from No. 91 to on the money list in 2000 and
tournaments that have room for won the U.S. Open, Goosen is No. 37 on the money list. His had to rely on sponsor's exempthem, usually spots like Tucson, part of a strong field that has five victory made him eligible for the tions the next year. But he won
Reno and die lohn Deere other players from the top 10 in Chrysler Championship, and the Wachovia Championship in
Classic.
the world ranking — Singh, Phil now it's a matter of protecting May, so his goals changed from
Anyone outside the top 150 Mil -kelson. Davis Love III, Mike his position.
keeping a job to driving down
has to go back to Q-school, Weir and Stewart Cink.
Sindelar is No. 39, and he Magnolia Lane.
unless they have some other
Still, most of the focus shifts got some good news when
safety net.
GOLF. PAGE 11
down the money lists, the pres- he arrived at Innisbrook on

Champions galore will line up
for the $4 million Breeders' Cup
Classic on Saturday, several with
legitimate chances to stake their
claim for Horse of Year by winning America's richest race.
While retired Kentucky Derby
and Preakness winner Smarty
Jones is still the Horse of the Year
leader in the clubhouse, there
are cases to be made for Classic
contenders Birdstone, Pleasantly
Perfect and even the mare Azeri,
among others.
A field of 13 was entered
Wednesday, when post positions
were drawn and odds set for the
eight-race, $14 million Breeders'
Cup at Lone Star Park, hosting
the event for the first time.
Birdstone is case No. 1. The 3year-old colt ended Smarty Jones'
Triple Crown try in the Belmont
Stakes, then won theTravers.
"If Birdstone does pull off this
miracle, and it would be a small
miracle, of course he's Horse of
die Year. How can he not be?"
said his trainer, Nick Zito. "The
Gassic is some field. There's not
chicken feed in there."
Richard Mandella has a similar
take on defending Classic champion Pleasandy Perfect, who
won the Dubai World Cup — the
world's richest race — and the
Pacific Classic this year.
Another win in the Classic, and
the trainer says, "He's my horse of
the year, no question."
Azeri became a long shot contender when trainer D. Wayne
I nk.is entered her in the 1 1/4mile Classic The decision puts

GET IN ON THE ACTION ATVHWW.BSNEWS.COM/SP0RTS
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Year's top horse may
be decided Saturday
Breeder's Cup winner
could win 2004 award
over Smarty Jones.

By Doug Ferguson

of such a must-win situation is
what his team thrives on. No
extra motivation from the coaching staff is necessary.
"Their motivation is to go postseason, pure and simple. They
are a team that responds really
well when their back is against
the wall. Psychologically, it's really good for them," he said.
The Falcons come into the
match with an overall record of 610-2. They are 4-5-2 in the MAC.
They team is coming off a 2-1
victory over Northern Illinois and
a 2-2 tie in a sensational comeback against Western Michigan
last weekend.
The Rockets have an overall record of 7-7-3 and are also
4-5-2 in the MAC. Toledo beat

the 2002 Horse of the Year in
position to run off with a second
trophy if she beats the boys.
"Absolutely," Azeri s trainer D.
Wayne Lukas said when asked if
his 6-year-old mare had a chance
at Horse of the Year with a win.
"You don't have to vote. Just mail
it in."
And then there's Roses in May,
a winner in all five starts this year,
including the Whitney I landicap,
and Ghostzapper, 3-for-3 after
his win in theVV'oodward Stakes.
Pleasantly Perfect was the
5-2 morning-line favorite, with
Ghostzapper 3-1, Roses in May
5-1, and Birdstone and Funny
Cide both 6-1. Azeri was 15-1.
Pleasantly Perfect, with jockey
Jerry Bailey, drew the No. 12 post.
Azeri would have been the
prohibitive favorite for the Distaff,
but Lukas and owner Michael
Paulson opted for the Classic.
Why?
"1 think we can win," Lukas said.
"And: immortality''
While the Classic usually
decides Horse of the Year, it
doesn't necessarily. In fact, it's
been quite the opposite after yearend voting by three racing groups
— the Daily Racing Form, the
National Turf Writers Association
and NTRA racing secretaries.
Only once in the last eight years
has a horse captured the Classic
and Horse of the Year honors,
Tiznow in 2000. In the first 20
Classics, only seven have done
it but only three since Sunday
Silence in 1989 — AR tody in
1992, Cigar in '95, and Tiznow.
Minesnaft was Horse of the
Year in 2003 after being retired
following his win in the Jockey
Club Gold Cup before the
Breeders' Cup. Azeri was the runaway winner two years ago after
HORSE RACIN6. PAGE 12
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Falcons hope
to build future
on success
CROSS COUNTRY. FROM PAGE 9
.ill year,1 WeDs continued "It is
important that we go out there
and have everyone on the squad
race well."
Alter last year's dreadful finish, Wells certainly realizes the
importance of this race in terms
(il the I alcons working there way
to be among the league's elite
programs.
"\\e need to move up the MAC'.
ladder to keep our team moving
in the right direction," she said.
Leading the Moons all season
long has been Rogers Kipchumba.
I he sophomore transfer from
Kansas State won the individual
title at the Falcon Invitational
despite the team finishing a
humbling third-place finish.
"lingers definitely has a chance
to win if everything goes well,"
Wells said "I le is as strong as any
of the other top runners in this
conference, It will be a battle. I lis
goal is to be all-MAC and compete well against the top guys in
the league.''
Representing IK! on Saturday
will be Kipchumba, Edwin
Cheruiyot Bryan lackson, Steve
Vairctta, Curtis larnsel and Ryan
Roll id.
I am hoping that the weather
will hold out and we will see several people if no everyone run
a (personal record)," Wells said.
"()ui main goal is the MAC meet.
and as a team we will not take a
lull squad to the regional meet
because it is a 10K. Our team is
young and only a few of the men
are ready for a race of that type
and length right now.
[he status of Cheruiyot, the
team's number two runner is
uncertain Wells said that he suflered a lower leg injury, and it is
unclear how it will affect him on
Saturday.

Falcons look
forward to
taking onUT
SOCCER, FROM PAGE 9
Northern Illinois last weekend as well, but fell to Western
Michigan. They are sure to put
up a strong fight as both teams
battle for the same tournament
spot.
"IToledol is a very competitive team." Richards said. "They
are well-coached and they are
organized."
With one day less to prepare than usual, the I'alcons
have tended to some bumps
and bruises left over from an
extremely physical Western
Michigan game and arc ready
for action. The Falcon seniors,
who played their last home
game on Sunday, will be fightingto extend their season by at
least one game and make it to
the conference tournament for
the third consecutive season.
The game will be played at
Toledo Scott Park, with kickoff
at 3 p.m.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

BG swimming gets ready for OSU
By Ryan Gasser
SPOHIS REPORTER

As the Bowling Green swimming
team gears up for their first meet
of the season, excitement runs
through their veins.
As if the thrill of the start of
the season wasn't enough, they
begin the campaign against the
()hio Slate University swimming
and diving team.
The team will travel to
Columbus and compete this
afternoon at 4 p.m.
Assistant coach Chris Taylor
expressed with great enthusiasm
that he and the entire coaching
staff are ready for the challenge
they face.
"I expect them |OSU] to swim
. a great meet," he said.
Freshman diver (ill Auer
shares her coach's enthusiasm
for today's meet.
"I'm excited. We've been practicing for a longtime and to get to
start the season is a big relief."
The Falcons are hoping intimidation is not a factor.
"We are ready to go and are up
for the challenge." senior captain

Ben Swanf er BGNews
READY TO GO: The Bowling Green swimming team will have their hands full this afternoon when they
travel to Columbus to take on Ohio State.
Amy Smith said. "We cannot let
them intimidate us."
This isn't the first time BG has
taken a team to Columbus, but
for many on the team, this will

be their first appearance there.
Eight freshmen will be suiting
up in Thursday's events and no
one could be more confident in
them than Smith.

"I'm excited to see our freshman in action to see how they
perform," she said.
The OSU team is known for
sending their squads to NCAA

NASCAR talks about Air Force*
By Mike Harris
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

A fleet of private planes known
as the "NASCAR Air force" has
made travel easier for d rivers and
teams. But Sunday's crash thai
killed 10 people flying to a race
aboard a 1 Icndrick Motorsports
team plane showed such convenience also can involve risks.
"We use planes just like our
cars," said Ricky Rudd, one of
several NASCAR Nextcl Cup
drivers who arc also pilots. "We
put a lot of hours in the air and
have some of the best pilots
in the country that fly these
things, and some of the best
equipment."
Ilie backbone of the NASCAR
air fleet has been two-engine,
12-passenger aircraft like the
Beech 200 King Air that crashed
into the side of a mountain
in thick fog Sunday while trying to land at a small airport
near Martinsville Speedway in
Virginia.
All 10 people aboard were
killed, including team owner
Rick Hendrick's son, Ricky;
his brother, lolin, and lohn's
two daughters, Jennifer and
Kimberly. Also on the plane
were the team's general manager, Jeff Turner, and its chief
engine builder, Randy Dorton,
as well as Joe Jackson, an executive with Dul'ont: Scott Lathram,
38, a pilot for NASCAR driver
Tony Stewart; and pilots Richard
Tracy and Elizabeth Morrison.
For years, nearly everyone
traveled back and forth to the
races in team vans or private
cars, but the proliferation of private planes has changed that.
Nextel Cup teams race 38
weekends each year, including
two all-star events. On many of
those weekends, the Concord,
N.C., Regional Airport — the
closest airport for most teams

~T—
It's time to
and rake in the savings during our

Kenny Kane AP Photo

TAKE OFF: Mark Martin (pictured) is one of many drivers who use a
private jet and is part of the "NASCAR Air Force."
— is buzzing with activity. More
than 100 aircraft — helicopters
and airplanes — take off and
land, ferrying drivers, team owners, crewmen, sponsors and fans
to airports near the racetrack
More aircraft, including a
pair of 727 jets owned by Roush
Racing, fly in and out of nearby
Charlotte Douglas International
Airport.
"Actually, it's not just race
weekends,"
said
Annette
Privette, a spokeswoman for the
city of Concord. "Our airport
has approximately 200 aircraft
based there and about 60 percent of them are NASCAR-rclated. There's a lot of flying back
and forth to testing and pole
nights and driver appearances
and races.
"It's convenient because the
teams, obviously, want to spend
as much time with their families
as possible."
Petty Enterprises driver Jeff
Green sees private plane travel as
more than just a convenience.
"Taking the chance on being
delayed in an airport just won't
work." Green said. "You have
to be there Friday morning for
practice or you miss practice.
Miss practice, and they don't let
you attempt to qualify.
"It's more than just drivers.

The crews, everybody has to use
private planes. We're not talking
about convenience, we're talking about necessity. To be able
to test and to be able to get to
tlie tracks where you need to
be — on top of doing the things
you need to do for your sponsors
and your team — you just don't
have much choice."
Mark Martin, another driver
who is also a pilot, lost his father,
stepmother and half sister in
1998 when a private plane his
father was piloting crashed in
Nevada. But Martin said he has
no qualms about continuing to
use his plane.
"1 suppose we've been pretty
lucky in a way," Martin said in an
interview last year. "But everybody knows that flying is still
safer than driving in your personal car. And we really have no
choice. We have to fly to get our
jobs done."
With the escalating use of
helicopters — for short hauls
— and private planes, NASCAR's
Air Force has a very good safety
record.
Driver Alan Kulwicki and three
others were killed in the crash of
a private plane in 1993 while
flying to a race in Bristol, Term.
Later that same year, Davey
Allison died in the crash of his

helicopter as he tried to land at
Talladega Superspeedway.
There had been no aircraftrelated fatalities in NASCAR
since, but that doesn't mean
these haven't been accidents.
In one three-week period in
November 2003, Martin's plane
blew two tires taking off from
a Goodyear, Ariz., airport after
racing at Phoenix, a plane carry
Petty crewmen also blew a
tire on takeoff after a test earlier in Phoenix, and driver Tony
Stewart's plane hit a deer while
landing to refuel at a rural Texas
airport on the way to the Phoenix
race. 'Ihere were no injuries.
"Things happen but, in most
cases, it's just a matter on being
inconvenienced, having to wait
for repairs or hitching a ride on
somebody else's plane," Martin
said. "There's still no substitute
for the private planes."
There is, however, a substitute
for the small planes.
Martin's team owner, lack
Roush, bought his 727s four
years ago after starting to feel
less and less comfortable about
having up to 16 small planes in
the air each race weekend.
"I have five teams and we'd
have five small planes going to
the track on Thursday night or
Friday and five more on Sunday
morning," Roush said. "Then
myself and the five drivers were
usually flying our planes in and
out, too.
"There's tremendous congestion at these airports, although 1
think the FAA does a great job on
regulating the air traffic associated with our events. Still, I didn't
feel like 1 wanted to continue
to have the responsibility for 16
airplanes, all the maintenance
and pilot training."
Since his team has been
using the big planes, with pilots
trained for commercial airlines
transporting most of his people,
Roush said he is sleeping better.
"I'm confident as I can be in
the safety of our planes and the
ability of our pilots, but I still
breath a sigh of relief every time
we get through a race weekend
without a problem," Roush said.

competition and the Falcons
know they must compete at a
high level to contend.
"The key to victory will be a
strong stan," Taylor said. "We
can't come out flat and all of
our team members must contribute."
"I think the key is to come
in and keep a positive attitude,"
Auer said.
Expectations have been set
across the board and though
most of the swimmers and divers would love a win to start the
season, improvement is what
most are actually striving for.
Most wished to improve on
their times that were recorded at
the Tom Stubbs Relay event on
Oct. 15th.
Last year, the Buckeyes topped
BGbyascoreof 134-99 but hopes
are high that the young Buckeye
team will falter this year.
The stage has been set
and the Falcons are ready for
the Buckeye's competition.
Excitement reigns supreme
among the swimmers, divers
and coaching staff.

Hendrick
like little
brother to
Gordon
By lenna Fryer
T Ht ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ricky I lend rick was like a little
brother to Jeff Gordon.
As a 12-year-old boy, Ricky
idolized Gordon when he
began driving for Hendrick's
fattier in 1992. Later, when he
tried to become a racer himself, the four-time NASCAR
champion was his mentor.
Their relationship grew, and
as a young adult Ricky provided a litde guidance of his own
—helping tkjrdon through his
very public divorce two years
ago and easing him back into
the Charlotte social scene.
Now, Ricky's death and
those of nine others in the
crash Sunday of a Hendrick
Motorsports plane, will almost
certainly affect (iordon in his
hid lor a fifth Cup title.
How so remains to be seen,
but drivers believe Gordon
will rise to the challenge.
"left" Gordon has exhibited
over a long period of time to
be the utmost professional,"
Jeff Burton said. "He and Ricky
I'm sure did a lot of things
together. 1 know that will be
very difficult.
"On the other hand, knowing Jeff (iordon, I wouldn't be
surprised to see this springing
him into running better than
they've been running."
Gordon, second in the
championship standings with
four races to go, has used
adversity asa motivator before
—especially when it concerns
I lendrick Motorsports.
He has driven for no other
team since his Cup debut, and
now has a lifetime contract
and part ownership in the
company.
He won his first series
championship in 1995 and
wrapped up his second
in 1997 — one month after
GORDON,PAGE 12

We're doing some majir mark downs because the holidays
ire close at hand and Me need to make some room...
so come have a free glass of apple) cider
and rake in the savings!

Apartments
Available

THE FLOWER BASKET
165 S. MAIN STREET
Downtown Bowling Green
4t9.3SS.6J9S

2 Bedroom Apts
starting @
$580/month

(

Heat & cable included

eeafci'*

Please call rental office
at 419-352-0164
Located at
University Village &
University Courts
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Think the economy is good?
Satisfied with the cost of
prescription drugs?
Happy with the amount of
taxes you pay?
Think we've created enough jobs?
If you said No to any off the above,
Vote Change This Year, vote

Scott R. McCarty
for State Rep
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Ask yourself this...
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The McCarty Committee, Dr. Mike Zichar, Chair, 29834 Lime City Rd.,
Perrysburg, OH 43551
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Lots of golfers
on bubble as
season ends
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Titans try to get over injuries

GOLF, FROM PAGE 9

Still, he knows what it's like for
those guys lower down the food
chain — guys like Glen Day at
No 136.
Day didn't know his ranking on
the money list, only that he needs
about $100,000 this week to keep
his card, something he has done
every year since he joined the
PGA lour in 1994.
"I'm beyond the bubble. I'm
on the wrong side of everything," Day said. "This is foreign
territory."
Dangerous territory belongs to
Steve Strieker, for a number of
reasons.
A three-time winner on the
PGA Tour, he has struggled like
never before and is No 149 on
the money list. If he gets knocked
out of the top 150, Strieker would
have to go back to Q-schooL
There's just one problem.
"I didn't send in my tour school
application," he said. "I'm kicking
myself a little right now."
Strieker usually takes the year
off after the Canadian Open. He
prefers to spend time with his
family in Wisconsin, hunting and
fishing and forgetting what a golf
club looks like.
But given his situation, Strieker
is playing for the fifth time in six
weeks. If the worst happens, he
can still get by as a past champion
and scrape together a playing
schedule for 2005.
"I don't want to be in the 'Past
Champions' category the rest of
my life," he said. "I found that out
about myself the last half of the
year. Even though I hate the game
sometimes—we all do — I found
out how much I love it"
That's the passion he'll take
to the first tee at Innisbrook on
Thursday, hoping that he finds
something — a fairway would be
nice — in time to make his job a
little easier next year.
Either way, the season ends for
all but the top 30 on the monev
list
"It's like the last week of school,"
Day said. "You just cant wait to get
out, no matter what bubble you're
on. You'd like to go home happy."

Preseason Super Bowl
hopefuls now hope
just to win some
games this season.
By Teresa M. Walker
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Six hours before kickoff, doctors
removed Shad Meier's appendix, leaving the Tennessee Titans
with only one healthy tight end:
rookie Ben Troupe.
That forced coaches to scrap
all plays with two tight ends, a
staple of the offense, and drop
plays specially designed for
Troupe to use his physical skills
and minimize his inexperience.
After the last-minute changes,
the Titans lost for the first time to
the team that replaced them in
Houston, the Texans.
"Every week, there's something
wrong injury-wise, and it's very
frustrating," Steve McNair said.
The Titans thought they could
sneak under the salary cap this
year, rely on the draft to restock
the roster and avoid the rebuilding other teams in similar
situations faced.
So much for those plans.
Now the franchise that entered
2004 tied for most wins since
1999 is trying to salvage a season that started with Super Bowl
dreams and is beingundermined
by injuries and inexperience.
"It's kind of a new situation for
us," coach left Fisher admitted.
General manager Floyd Reese
took over this franchise in 1994,
forced to rebuild a playoff team
torn apart by the NFI!s new salary cap. He watched his Houston
Oilers go 2-14 that season.
Since 1995, Reese and Fisher
have worked with a simple philosophy: build through the draft,
identify a core of top players each
season, let pricey veterans leave
and rely on the coaching staff to
teach the youngsters.
The strategy led to a 56-24
record from 1999 to 2003, with
an AFC championship and
playoff berths in four of the five
seasons.
But the Titans, crunched by

Ann Helsentelt AP Photo
OUCH: Titans' quarterback Steve McNair throws a pass against the Vikings Sunday. McNair is one of many
Titans that is trying to deal with the team's injuries and woes this season.

the cap, made too many wrong
moves this offseason, and they
are paying for it.
They let Jevon Kearse and
Robaire Smith leave for big
money in Philadelphia and
I louston, respectively, and tried
to replace them by drafting five
defensive linemen.
Kearse now has four sacks
in Philadelphia and has been a
defensive catalyst in the Eagles'
6-0 start. His Tennessee replacements have been so ineffective
Fisher had to switch Kevin Carter
back from tackle to end.

INTEGRATING FAITH
AND REASON IN THE
SEARCH FOR TRUTH

Brown, has been the only bright
spot on offense, but now opponents are game-planning to stop
him.
And there's all the injuries.
Outside linebacker Peter
Sirmon tore left knee ligaments
on the third day of training camp,
becoming one of four Titans lost
for the season. Four others have
missed at least one start. They
had 14 players on the injury
report last week, forcing them
to play two rookies on the offensive line — with McNair already
banged up.

The Titans also traded receiver
lustin McCareins to the New York
lets for a second-round draft
pick. But that pick, defensive
end Travis IaBoy, sat out the first
three games with injuries before
getting two sacks last weekend in
a 2(1-3 loss at Minnesota.
Reese did replace retiring tight
end Frank Wycheck by re-signing Erron Kinney and Meier. But
the Titans released their all-time
leading rusher, Eddie George,
leaving a leadership vacuum that
has yet to be filled.
George's replacement, Chris

They also can't stop hurting
themselves.
The Titans have the second
most penalties in the NFL 53,
and only Oakland has more
yards in penalties (462-432). Pro
Bowl receiver Derrick Mason
yanked off his helmet in anger
after a late incompletion in the
Oct. 17 loss to Houston. Right
tackle Fred Miller wiped out a key
fourth-down conversion at the
Minnesota 2 by pushing Kenechi
Udeze for what he thought was a
late hit last Sunday.
But even then, Tennessee
miglii not be 2-5 for the first time
since Fisher's first full season
in 1995 if McNair was healthy
enough to carry the offense.
Hobbled by a bruised chest
that put him in the hospital last
month and has forced him out
of three games, McNair has only
shown flashes of the quarterback
who was the NFli most accurate passer in 2003. McCareins
has been missed, and McNair
hasn't been able to stretch the
field with 6-foot-4 speedster
Tyrone Calico out for the year
(left knee). That leaves defenses
double-teaming Mason and
the remaining receivers either
running the wrong route or
dropping the ball.
McNair just wants to rest and
heal up, and the Titans should
let him do just that with their
bye sandwiched between home
games with Cincinnati (2-4) and
Chicago (1-5).
When the Titans started 1-4 in
2002, Fisher ordered some veterans to answer questions from the
media during his weekly news
conference. That learn rebounded and played in the AFC championship game.
This year, Fisher hasn't publicly criticized anyone, staying
busy keeping players from pointing fingers. He is the picture of
optimism.
"1 don't think you can do them
justice by having a different
expectation," he said.
Well, maybe. But the team's
scouts might want to get ready
for the Titans' highest draft pick
in a decade.

Very Important Voter
Information!
www. woodcodemocrats. org
What Provisional Voting Means
Are you...
• Currently registered to vote anywhere in Ohio. but...
• Currently reside here In Wood County, and...
• Have not yet voted anywhere else by absentee ballot?

if your answer is Yes...
You may legally vole in the Tuesday, November 2, 2004
General Election in one of the following ways:
I. On Election Day you may go to the polling
place where you are currently living here in
Wood County, (hours: 6:30AM-7:30PM) and
request for a "provisional ballot.''

UNIVERSITY OF ST. THOMAS SCHOOL OF LAW

The University of St. Thomas School of Law

/. Any time now through Election Day you may go
the WCBOE. (hours: 6:30AM-7:30AM). located
at 1 Courthouse Square, and request for a
"provisional ballot."

provides a foundation of service and leadership
as it integrates faith and reason
JS

in the search for truth.
Located in the heart of Minneapolis;
our students have access to an
energetic business community, renowned

. _

• «3

u. If you are a resident of the City of Bowling
Green, on Election Day. (hours: 6:3OAM-7:30PM),
you may go to the Second Floor Lounge of the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union and request
a "provisional ballot."
{Note: You may deiermlne the locallon of your polling p
by calling the Wood County Board of Elections (WCBOE)
at 410-354 9120.)

cultural institutions and entertainment.

Provided by Your
W UNIVERSITY of ST.THOMAS

2004 Democratic Candidates
For President'Vice-President of USA Wood County Commissioner
John F. Kerry 'John Edwards
Alvio L. Perkins
Tot United Slates Senator
Eric D. Fingcrhut

University of St. Thomas School of Law

POT

Wood County Commissioner

John Mora

For Ohio Supreme Courl t "In.
Judge C. Ellen Conally
For Ohio Supreme Courl Justice

Judge William M. O' Nelll

(651) 962-4895; (800) 328-6819, Ext. 2-4895

Robin Weirauch
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Patrick NG
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0 Benplr - iwt District
Nathan Nickena

Wood Coutuy Rl
8ue Kinder

6th District Court of Appeals

For Wood County Clerk ol Courts
Matthew P. Lyons

FortJlh I
jipeals
Judge William J. Skow

www.stthomas.edu/law

No fee for online applications received by Dec. 31, 2004.
Contact its for details.

POT U.S. Congress >th District

For Ohio Housc-6111 District
Scott R. McCarty

Km OIUO Snpremr Courl Justice
Judge Nancy A. Fuerst
Judge Mark Pletrykowski
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Smarty Jones leaves hole in racing
HORSE RACING, FROM PAGE 9
her victory in the BC Distaff, and
Preakness, Belmont, Haskell and
[raven Winner Point Given won
it in 2001 without running in the
Breeders' Cup.
Smarty Jones has strong cre■ dentials with one loss on his
resume — the Belmont by a measly length. However, he raced for
only six months and never got a
chance to compete against older
horses, something voters are sure
to consider.
Perhaps the biggest drawback,
though, is the way Smart)' left
the game. Owners Pat and Roy
' Chapman, who for months said
i
they wanted to keep Smarty on
the racetrack, abruptly changed
course and retired him in a
i deal worth about $40 million.
Although Smarty Jones was diagTomFoi AP Photo
• ,
nosed with sore feet after his
• Triple Crown ordeal, the prob- BREEDER'S CUP: Azeri grazes in the yard outside her barn Tuesday. Azen's entry into the Breeder's Cup
race was a surprise and she should be a favorite for Saturday's race.
.' lem wouldn't have prevented his
return to racing.
"I'd never take anything away ites are Ashado, 7-2 in the $2 milhad a great line, 'You snooze,
Zito has been passionate in his
lion Distaff; Sweet Catomine, 5-2
pitch for Birdstone. He says a you lose.' A nose is as good as a from Smarty. We became pan
in the $1 million Juvenile Fillies;
mile. 1 had a million horses get of history because of him. But
. win in the Classic for his Triple
beat a nose. I had a horse, Louis he didn't win the Triple Crown. Nothing to Lose, 7-2 in the $1.5
Crown spoiler gives his little roll
million Mile; Speightstown, 3-1
Birdstone won the Belmont. The
Quatorze, got beat a nose in the
the edge.
in the $1 million Sprint; Ouija
"You think this is easy? Please!" (19961 Breeders' Cup Classic Yankees didn't win this year, the
Red Sox won. That's how you Board, 8-5 in the $1 million Filly
Zito said. "If Birdstone wins, it and they forgot his name. And
& Mare Turf; Roman Ruler, 8-5
he won the Preakness ... in the gotta look at it."
(the voting) shouldn't even be
in die $1.5 million luvenile; and
A total of 92 horses were
fastest time."
close in my opinion. Win the
Kitten's Joy, even money in the $2
Zito has nothing against entered Wednesday, with three
Belmont, Travers and Breeders'
Smarty Jones. In fact, he was a jockeys — Corey Nakatani, Edgar million Turf.
Cup Classic?
Todd Pletcher, the nation's
"I can understand coming a Smarry fan after the Preakness Prado and John Velazquez—havleading trainer, has two favorites
length short of the Triple Crown, — "but after the Belmont I stayed ing mounts in all eight races.
The other moming-line favor- with Ashado and Speightstown.
a Birdstone fan.
' but guess what? Woody Stephens

Hendrick's death changing NASCAR
GORDON, FROM PAGE 10

| Hendrick was diagnosed with
leukemia. Gordon added a third
title the next season as Hendrick
battled the disease that nearly
killed him and kept him from
the race track
"Jeff is extremely professional," Burton said. "That team is
extremely gifted. It wouldn't surprise me for them to use this as
motivation much as they did
when Rick was dealing with his
leukemia."

"•"»«■..■'

It's possible the recent tragedy also could further spark the
comeback of Jimmie Johnson.
Johnson was the most dominant driver for the first seven
months of the season, then
slumped when NASCAR's 10race playoff system began. He
dropped to ninth in the standings before consecutive victories the past two weeks vaulted
him back into fourth place.
It might take a collapse from
leader Kurt Busch, Gordon and
Dale Earnhardt Jr. for Johnson

to win the title, but garage rivals
believe the Hendrick teammates
will be on a mission over the
final month of the season.
Others killed in the plane crash
were company president John
Hendrick, general manager Jeff
Turner, and chief engine builder
Randy Dorton, constantly credited for making the power supply in the Hendrick cars durable
each and every week.
"This means a lot to those
guys — they're going to keep
their heads up, I'm sure," driver

Greg Biffle said. "In this business
we always say, 'That's what they
would want us to do.' And it's
the truth.
"Randy wanted those guys to
win the championship. That's
what he would want. He doesn't
want them to give up or miss a
beat. That's what he built all that
stuff for."
No matter how motivated
they now are, they'll face a stiff
challenge from Busch, who
takes a 96-point lead into this
weekend.
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Player copes
without sport
career on the defensive line,
Brezina shifted to offense this
Brad Brezina feels just fine, season. He earned a starting
which might be the worst part job and seemed to have a bright
future.
of all.
One jarring hit against Miami
If he wants to lift weights, go
right ahead. If there's a pickup changed all that.
Brezina has watched the play
game down at the basketball
on film. He was doing all the
court, he's in.
He just can't do the one thing right things as he prepared to
he loves more than anything— block a linebacker — head up,
shoulders back — but he knew
play football for Georgia Tech.
"I went and ran the other right away that something was
day. I'm in shape. I feel good," wrong. Crumpling to the turf at
Brezina said. "My body feels Bobby Dodd Stadium. Brezina
couldn't move his
perfectly fine to go
arms or legs for a
out there and prac"This is
few frightening sectice. It's tougher
something onds.
when I think about
"It's something I
it in that regard."
I've had a would
not want to
With a heavy
passion for do again," he said
heart, he has had
to walk from the
since I was somberly.
Still, reality didn't
sport that took his
a kid."
set in immediately.
father all the way to
Brezina regained
the NFL. Brezina,
BRAD BREZINA
the feeling in his
a sophomore who
FOOTBALL PLAYER
limbs and wanted
started the first four
to go back in the
games of the season
at offensive guard, had little game. He thought it was merely
choice after experts on both a "stinger" — a jarring of the
coasts diagnosed a genetic con- spine that is common in footdition that causes a narrowing ball, causing temporary paralysis in extreme cases.
of the spinal cord.
Wisely, the trainers recogIf he continued to play, one
good lick in the right spot could nized that his condition was
have left him paralyzed from more serious.
"There was a tingling in my
the neck down.
"I'm not going to be stupid shoulders," Brezina said. "I felt
about this," Brezina said. "I like needles were being stuck in
had to look at all my angles, me. That's a sign of the nerves
but when you get reports from getting bruiseant different.
He talked with his parents,
two experts in the field, you're
not going to overlook it by any prayed about what he should
means. There's no doubt this is do and finally broke the inevitable decision to coaces anythe right decision."
thing the coach might say,"
Not that it's easy to accept.
Football runs in the family, Gailey said. "Besides, I don't
most notably with his father. know of any coach who would
Greg Brezina was a linebacker ask a guy to go out on the fieldn
for the Atlanta Falcons in the the road. He'll do whatever he
1960s and 70s. His son yearned can to help offensive line coach
Joe D'Alessandris.
to follow the same career path,
"Brad is just as enthusias"It's been real tough," Brad
said, struggling to hold back the tic as ever his system. At least
tears. "This is something I've he can relish the memory of
had a passion for since I was a starting four games at Georgia
kid. It's just one of those things Tech.
you grow up wanting to da"
"That means the world to
After starting his college me," Brezina said.
By Paul Newbwy
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8 steps for carving pumpkins If you get pushed around, people5
Remove seeds and insides. Wash
the pumpkin inside and out with
dishwasher soap and water. Now
dry.Now using a scraper, scrape
away part of the inside to tiiin
out the rind so light will shine
through.
The
photo:
Select
a
photograph with a clean
background
and
sharp
black-and-white contrasts.
"If you don't have a good
picture to start with, your
pumpkin won't mm out good,"
Nguyen said.
He used Photoshop software
to remove the color from the
picture and to boost the contrast
between black and white tones.
Leave gray tones because that is
what will distinguish the portrait
from the usual jack-o'-lantern
carvings.
The transfer: With a small
tracer projector bought at a
crafts store, Nguyen projected
the photo onto the side of the
pumpkin. He then traced the
features, including the nose and
mouth, with face-paint crayon.
He also outlined areas on the
nose, cheeks and forehead that

PUMPKINS. FROM PAGE 3

week before Halloween,
carving one or two every night,
he said. Some will be portraits,
and others will be what Nguyen
calls extreme pumpkins: boldly
carved, with a pyrotechnic aspect
as flames shoot out the top.
To demonstrate how to do a
pumpkin portrait, Vu Nguyen
carved a likeness of his sister,
Trang, a graphic designer in
the Lexington Herald-Leader
advertising creative services
department.
We've also included tips from a
Web site, www.geekculture.com/
joyoftech/joystuff/macolantemshowto.html.
The tools: You'll need a
scroll-saw blade and handle,
small paring knife, scoop, wood
carving tools, face-paint crayon
and projector.
The pumpkin: Start with a
large pumpkin. If the pumpkin is
too small, you'll go crazy trying to
carve the intricate details.
The guts: Cut a generoussize lid that extends part-way
down the back of the pumpkin.

Missouri-Columbia sets
example for America

using a caterer in pan because
it wasn't adequately keeping
security guards.
out underage drinkers and had
Colleges know the dan- begun charging a $275 service fee
gers of alcohol abuse, so while if partygoers didn't spend enough
acknowledging that they can't money on drinks. The sororistop all student drinking they're ties worried the fee encouraged
trying different strategies to keep excessive drinking.
students safe.
Many colleges, including KU
"There is no silver bullet out and MU, also have embraced
there," said Kim Dude, who "social norming" campaigns that
leads Mil's Wellness Resource tell students their peers don't
Center and will speak
drink as much as stu"You
at the conference.
dents think they do.
shouldn't
be
"What works best is a
lason
Kilmer,
comprehensive punished for addictive behaviors
approach that... doesn't
specialist at Evergreen
just rely on the alcohol
doing the
state College in
prevention office to rieht thins Washington, isschedaddress this issue.
°
.
° tiled to talk at the St.
"You can't just ...Putting a Louis
conference
educate students on Student's life aboul interventions.
making good choic,
.. *
He
recommends
es. You also have to Otl the line ihat the counselor or
have a supportive gfiQuld HQI \jg peer adviser address
environment for those
.
„ the student in a nonchoices. Bars, residen- (X C\UeStl01l.
judgmental, noncontial facilities, athletics
frontational way and
— they all need to be
ask what the student
part of that solution." GREG CHASE. CANDIDATE sees as motivation for
Some of the efforts
FOR V.P.
cutting back.
Some
students
are student-driven.
AT I
might be motivated
such as the Good
Samaritan proposal at MU that by realizing they're spending too
a slate of candidates for student much money on liquor. Others
government hopes will prevent begin to change if helped to
realize how they're hurting themalcohol-poisoning deaths.
If elected, the candidates say, selves academically, he said.
For several years now, MU
they'll urge university officials to
punish neither the students who has banned alcohol in fraternity
seek emergency medical help for houses where there are freshother students, nor the sick stu- men residents. The university
dents themselves, for violating also recently began notifying
parents when students are in
campus alcohol rules.
"You shouldn't be punished for danger of losing the right to live on
doing the right thing," said Greg campus, or are being suspended
Chase, a candidate for vice presi- or expelled because of drug or
dent at MU. "Putting a student's alcohol use.
Colleges "are definitely never
life on the line should not be a
going to get everybody to totally
question."
At the University of Kansas, change who they're going to be,"
sororities recently chose to stop Blank said.
DRINKING, FROM PAGE 3
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will just push you around more
BLACKWELL. FROM PAGE 7

were white tones.
The cuts: With an X-acto
knife, cut around the crayon
tracings. Next, cut out the white
highlightsonthenose.cheeksand
forehead. Keep the photograph
close by to refer to.
The
shave:
Before
shaving away rind from the gray
areas to create different tones,
Nguyen put a white Christmas
light inside the pumpkin to
shine through the rind. The light
helps when you shave away
layersofpumpkinpulp.creatinga
three-dimensional affect.
Wash and rinse: When
finished, put the pumpkin in
the sink, and wash away the
remaining crayon lines with soap
and a sponge.

ruled
against
Blackwell,
saying he "apparently seeks to
accomplish the same result in
Ohio in 2004 that occurred in
Florida in 2000."
But on Oct. 23, a federal appeals
court decided the case in
Blackwell's favor, ruling that the
provisional ballots Ohio voters
cast outside the precincts where
they live should not be counted.
Blackwell dismisses concerns
over the issue, saying: "A lot of
folks are creating a mountain
crisis out of a molehill. Most of
the voters will know where to
vote and how to vote."
Democrats
fear
black
voters will be disproportionately
disenfranchised
by
the
restriction because they are
more likely to be poor and
more likely to have moved since
registering to vote,
"Clearly, blacks are being
targeted in these suppression
schemes," said lesse lackson.
speaking in Cleveland earlier

this month. Jackson went so tar
as to use Blackwell's name in
the same sentence as Liigcuc
"Bull" Connor, the Birmingham,
Ala, police commissioner who
turned fire hoses and police
dogs on civil rights marchers in
1963.
Blackwell bristles at any
suggestion that he has hurt
black voters. "This ■assumption
that minorities and low-income
people should be treated as
mentally challenged siblings is
just insulting," Blackwell said.
"1 he last lime 1 checked 1 was
African-American and proud of
it, and secondly, I came from
very modest means."
Blackwell lived in the Laurel
Homes housing project until
his father, a mealpacker. saved
enough money to buy a home.
In a 1994 Interview with The
Columbus Dispatch, Blackwell
said his father told him: "We're
not poor. Poverty is as much
a state of mind as a stale of
pockelbook."
Blackwell is a great-nephew (ii

U M I V E

Del Ian I lubbard, the first black
athlete to win an Olympic Cold
Medal, Hubbard set a record
with a long jump at the 1924
Paris games that stood until
lesse Owens broke il in 1936.
But Hubbard also graduated
with honors from the University
of Michigan — a fact Blackwell's
father always emphasized when
describing lluhhard's feats,
Blackwell told the Dispatch.
Blackwell's mentors Indud
He's proud of his intransigence
on issues he feels strongly
aboui. "I am not a go-along to
get-along guy when you're
talking about policies and
practices and decisions that
double-cross the taxpayers and
voters." Blackwell said.
As ,i black conservative and
chief election official in a
battleground state, Blackwell
is much sought-after by the
national media. He's appeared
frequently on Pox, MSNBC, NPR
and other outlets,
"People didn't put me in office to
be a wallflower," he said.

S I T Y

b t • kstore
BGSU Falcons vs. Eastern Michigan
October 30 - 6 p.m. Kickoff
Visit the Falcon Fanatic store at Doyt Perry
Stadium "under the tent" in the endzone

Falcon FANatic Store
Powered by

<? DIB

http://bookstore.bgsu.edu

BGSU Spirit Items: Adidas Sideline Apparel - Champion
football t-shirts - Jansport Sweatshirts - The Game Hats

Champion
Orange Hoodie
S-M-L-XL $34.99
XXL $36.99

Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great Locations.
Pickup a list of available houses and
apartments at the rental office.
(across from Taco Bell)
i Listings available for Spring Semester 2005 f
Everything is reasonably priced and
we are even open on Saturday.
Hours:
M-F 8:30- 5:30
Sat 8:30- 4:30

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC,
319 E. Wooster St
Bowling Oreen, OH
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
www.johnnewlovereale8tate.com

n

r

n

Receive 10% off any BGSU clothing or gift item at
the University Bookstore with game ticket stub on
the day of the game and next day!!!
Store Hours: 'Thursday 9 - 7:30, Friday 9 - 5:30, Saturday 9 - 5:30,
Sunday Noon-3:30
All purchases ajt the University Bookstore support University programs. BiG Charge,
Mastercard, Visa. Discover, Cash or Check accepted

Serving the Bowling Green Community
for over 70 years
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ARAFAT COLLAPSES AS HIS HEALTH WORSENS
K W1ALLAH, West Bank (AP) — An ailing Yasser Arafat
collapsed last night, was unconscious for about 10
minutes and remained in a serious condition. A team
of Jordanian doctors was urgently summoned to treat
the ailing Palestinian leader, whose wife headed to her
husband's side from Paris.

WORLD

Coalition near showdown in Iraq
By Robert H. Reid
IHt ASSOCIATED PR[SS

Mohammed Khodor Stringer AP Photo

FALLUJAH: Residents outside Fallujah, protest in a demonstration
demanding the release of two Iraqi women arrested by U.S. forces.

American officials have not confirmed a major assault is near
against the insurgent bastions
of Fallujah and neighboring
Ramadi. But Iraqi Prime Minister
Ayad Allawi has warned Fallujah
leaders that force will be used if
they do not hand over extremists,
including tenor mastermind Abu
Musab al-Zarqawi.
A similar escalation in U.S.
military actions and Iraqi
government warnings occurred
before a major offensive in
Naiaf forced militiamen loyal to
radical Shiite cleric Muqtada
al-Sadr to give up that holy city
in late August. And U.S. and
Iraqi troops retook Samarra from
Insurgents early this month.
NowlI.S.airstrikcson purported al-Zarqawi positions in three
neighborhoods of eastern and

northern Fallujah, 40 miles west
of Baghdad, have increased. And
residents reported this week that
Marines appeared to be reinforcing forward positions near key
areas of the city. Other military
units are on the move, including
800 British soldiers headed north
to the U.S.-controlled zone.
The goal of an attack would
be to restore government control
in time for national elections by
the end of January. However, an
all-out assault on the scale of
April's siege of Fallujah would
carry enormous risk — both
political and military — for the
Americans and their Iraqi allies.
A series of policy mistakes by
the U.S. military and the Bush
administration have transfonned
Fallujah from a shabby, dusty
backwater known regionally
for mosques and tasty kebabs
into a symbol of Arab pride and

defiance of the United States
throughout the Islamic world.
A videotape obtained Tuesday
by Associated Press Television
News featured a warning by
masked gunmen that if Fallujah
is subjected to an all-out assault,
they will strike "with weapons
and military tactics" that the
Americans and their allies "have
not experienced before."
Regardless of whether the
threat was an empty boast, insurgents elsewhere in Iraq could be
expected to step up attacks to try
to relieve pressure on fighters in
the Fallujah and Ramadi areas.
But the main problem an
assault would pose for both
the U.S. military and AUawi's
government is political, such as
a widespread public backlash. A
nationwide association of Sunni
clerics also has threatened to urge
a boycott of the lanuary elections

if U.S. forces storm Fallujah.
So Iraqi officials appear
anxious to convince the public
that they have made every effort
to solve the Fallujah crisis peacefully. The government spin is that
the people of Fallujah are held
as virtual hostages of armed foreign terrorists. Although Fallujah
leaders insist there are no more
than a few foreign fighters in the
city. Arab journalists who have
visited say they heard non-Iraqi
accents at some checkpoints.
U.S. and Iraqi officials hope the
Iraqi people are so fed up with
suicide attacks, assassinations
and kidnappings — many of
them believed orchestrated from
FaOujah and Ramadi — that they
will acquiesce to the use offeree.
"There are terror groups in
this city who are taking human
ASSAULT, PAGE 16

Hobbit-sized creatures found in Indonesia
By Joseph B. Verrengia
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

In a breathtaking discovery,
scientists working on a remote
Indonesian island say they have
uncovered the bones of a human
dwarf species marooned for
eons while modem man rapidly
colonized the rest of the planet.
One tiny specimen, an adult
female measuring about 3 feet
tall, is described as "the most
extreme" figure to be included
in the extended human family.
Certainly, she is the shortest.
This hobbit-sized creature
appears to have lived as recently
as 18,000 years ago on the island
of Flores, a kind of tropical Lost
World populated by giant lizards
and miniature elephants.
She is the best example of a
trove of fragmented bones that
account for as many as seven
of these primitive individuals.
Scientists have named the new
species Homo fioresiensis, or
Flores Man. The specimens' ages
range from 95,000 to 12,000 years
old.

The female skeleton and
To others, the specimen's
baffling combination of slight fragments from the six other
dimensions and coarse features individuals are being stored in a
bears almost no meaningful laboratory in Jakarta, Indonesia.
resemblance either to modern The cave, which now is surroundhumans or to our large, archaic ed by coffee farms, is fenced off
and patrolled by guards
cousins
Near the skeleton were stone
They suggest that Hores Man
doesn't belong in the genus tools and animal remains, includHomo at all, even if it was a ing teeth from a young stegodon,
recent contemporary. But they or prehistoric dwarf elephant, as
are unsure how to classify' the well as fish, birds and rodents.
Some of the bones were charred,
species.
"1 don't think anybody can suggesting they were cooked.
Excavations arc continuing. In
pigeonhole this into the very
simple-minded theories of what 1998, stone tools and other eviis human," anthropologist Jeffery dence found on Flores suggested
Schwartz of the University of the presence 900,000 years ago
Pittsburgh. "There is no biologi- of another early human, Homo
cal reason to call it Homo. We erectus The tools were found a
century after the celebrated dishave to rethink what it is.'
Details of the discovery appear covery in the 1890s of big-boned
in Thursday's issue of the journal H. erectus fossils in eastern lava.
Now, researchers suggest 11.
Nature.
Researchers from Australia erectus spread to remote Hores
and Indonesia found the partial and throughout the region,
skeleton 13 months ago in a perhaps on bamboo rafts. Caves
shallow limestone cave known on surrounding islands are the
as I Jang Bua. The cave, which target of future studies, they said.
Researchers suspect that Flores
extends into a hillside for about
130 feet, has been the subject of Man probably is an H. erectus
descendant that was squeezed by
scientific analysis since 1964.
evolutionary pressures.
Nature is full of mammals
living in marginal, isolated
environments that gradually
dwarf when food isn't plentiful
and predators aren't threatening.
On Flores, the Komodo
with cash Co spare. dragon and other large meat-eating lizards prowled. But Flores
Man didn't have to worry about
violent human neighbors

The discovery has astonished remnant species managed to
anthropologists unlike any in hang on is unclear, Geologic evirecent memory. Flores Man is dence suggests a massive volcaa totally new creature that was nic eruption sealed its fate some
fundamentally different from 12,000 years ago, along with other
modem humans. Vet it lived until unusual species on the island.
Researchers
say
the
the threshold of recorded human
history, probably crossing paths perseverance of Flores Man
with the ancestors of today's smashes the conventional
wisdom that modern humans
islanders.
"This finding really does began to systematically crowd
rewrite our knowledge of human out other upright-walking
evolution," said Chris Stringer, species 160,000 years ago and
who directs human origins stud- have dominated the planet alone
iesanheNatiiralllistoryMuseum for tens of thousands of years.
And it demonstrates that
in Ixmdon. "And to have them
present less than 20,000 years ago Africa, the acknowledged cradle
of humanity, does not hold all the
is frankly astonishing."
Flores Man was hardly answers to persistent questions
formidable. His grapefruit-sized of how we came to be.
"It is arguably the most
brain was about a quarter the size
of the brain of our species, Homo significant discovery concerning
sapiens. It is closer in size to the our own genus in my lifetime,"
brains of transitional prehuman said anthropologist Bernard
species in Africa more than 3 Wood of George Washington
University, who reviewed the
million years ago.
Evidence suggests Flores Man research independently.
Discoveries simply "don't get
made stone tools, lit fires and
any better than that," proclaimed
organized group hunts for meat.
lust how this primitive, Robert Foley and Marta Mirazon
Iahr of Cambridge University in
a written analysis.
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www.statravel.com.

This is the first time that the
evolution of dwarfism has been
recorded in a human relative,
said the study's lead author, Peter
Brown of the University of New
England in Australia.
Scientists are still smiggling to
identity its jumbled features.
Many say its face and skull
features show sufficient traits to
be included in tlie Homo family
that includes modern humans.
It would be the eighth species in
tlie Homo category.
George
Washington's
Wood, for example, finds it
"convincing."
Others aren't sure.
For example, they say the skull
is wide like II. erectus. But the
sides are rounder and the crown
traces an arc from ear to ear. The
skull of II. erectus has steeper
sides and a pointed crown, they
said.
The lower jaw contains
large, blunt teeth and roots like
Australopithecus, a prehuman
ancestor in Africa more than 3
million years ago. The front teeth
are smaller than modem human
teeth.
The eye sockets are big and
round, but they don't cany a
prominent browtine.
ITie shinbone in the leg shares
similarities with apes.
"I've spent a sleepless night
trying to figure out what to do
with this thing," said Schwartz.
"It makes me think of nothing
else in this world."

Get Control of Your Hunger

Lose Weight
Now!

Tune into 88.1
l/VEFROMB6SV

BG Football vs. Eastern Michigan

limik l.nlv A li. ■

Please visit our site
for a

""touiBreak

FREE
CONSULTATION

Zlggy i Countdown to Kick-alt 5:00 ■•■.
Kick-oil Irom Doyt L. Pony Italian 8:00 ».».

Senior Portraits M 3,4 & 5
(all the KEY Yearbook at IU-M to schedule your apinlmnil.
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IN THE BOWEN THOMPSON STUDENT UNION
I www.bgsu.edu/union
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@ THE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

29
Texas Hold'Em Tournament
7PM in the Falcon's Nest
Halloween Party
7PM in the Black Swamp Pub

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

30
Costume Contest
12:00PM (Registration)
12:30PM in the Falcon's Nest
FRIDAY, OCTOBER

Don't go trick-or-treating in the cold without your BGSU Falcon merchandise!
1
Last Comic Standing
9:15PM in the Black Swamp Pub
MONDAY, NOVEMBER

Outerwear
Hooded and crew sweatshirts

2
How 2: Self Defense
Sign Up at the Info Center
How 2: Beginning Crocheting
Sign up at the Info Center
Election Returns Party
7PM in the Black Swamp Pub

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

Sweatpants
Headwear
...and don't forget about our Fleece Blankets for those midnight hayrides!

Happy Halloween from the University Bookstore!

3
6 O'clock: Lesbian Exhibit A
6PM in the Multicultural Lounge
Francisco Rojas, Musician
8PM in the Black Swamp Pub

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

All purchasat In tha University Bookitor* support University programs.
BIO charge, Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Cash or Check accepted.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER A
Texas Hold'Em Semi-Final Tournament
7PM in the Falcon's Nest

Serving the Bowling Green Community for over 70 years.

UPCOMING FEATURES
♦-

-*
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November 1 - November 5

rt o w i

INC

g r e e ti e ry
Open Monday - Friday
11:30AM-2:00PM
■ton the second floor of the
Bowen-Thomspon Student Union

Taste of the French Quarter
Includes great options, such as:
Cajun Crabcake Salad,
Blackened Salmon Caesar
Salad, Bayou Bites, and much
more!

November 8th-12th
Harvest Week
Includes great options, such as:
Harvest Turkey Wrap,
Cranberry Pork Loin, Butternut
Bisque, and much more!

Do you have what it takes to be the...

Last Comic Standing?
If so, the Bowen-Thompson Student Union is looking
for you. We need 15 persons to compete in a threeweek, comedy contest.
The contest series runs on Mondays from
9:15PM - 10:30PM in the Black Swamp Pub from
November 1st - November 15.
For more details, visit the Information Center in the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union today!
The contest entry fee is a refundable $5.00.
Sponsored by

n9l

Watch the Election Returns in the Black Swamp Pub, 7PM - 12AM

November 2nd. 2004

Political Science National
Honor Society

&
ISTUDENT UNION

■ OWIN-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION

RENTER TO WIN <<
& $100 CASH! *
Mon. • ThiKS. 9«m - 6pm
ft Fti. flam - Bpm

Please till out this form and drop It off at the Wendy's counter In
the Union. Enfryform must be completed In Its entirety to be
valid. No purchase necessary. Winner will be drawn 10/31/04.
First Name
Last Name.
Phone #

227 Union

372-9633

Email Address.
Wendy's at the BGSU Union Open 7 days a week

Sun-Thurs 10am-2am&Fri-Sat 10am-1am
^9-^8-W0X)_jivvvw.perjorja.cc^bcjsu.Nml
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Ultimatum posed by U.S.
ASSAULT, FROM PAGE 14

shields,* Iraq's deputy prime
ininisier for national security,
Barham Saleh, said yesterday,
referring to Fallujah. "We are
working hard to rid the people
ol lallujah of ihem and to let
security and stability prevail
.u rosslraq."
In the event of an attack, Iraqi
insurgents, who have skillfully
used the Internet as a propaganda tool, would likely attempt to
mustei opposition in the Arab
world with graphic accounts
ol the suffering and death of
innocent women and children
caught up in the fighting
It's a tactic thai worked when
Marines attacked in Fallujah
last April seeking to root out
foreign fighters and capture the
killers of four American security
contractors whose mutilated

bodies were hung from a bridge
over the Euphrates River.
The attack was called off
within weeks — reportedly on
orders from the White House
— after a wave of outrage among
Sunnl Muslims in Iraq and
elsewhere over reports that
hundreds of civilians had been
killed. Ghazi al-Yawer, now
the interim president, and
other leading Sunni poliiicians
threatened to resign from the
then-Iraqi Governing Council if
the assault did not stop.
After the Marines pulled back,
the city fell under the control
of extremist clerics and their
mujahedeen allies, who had
defended Fallujah against the
Americans. The Fallujah Brigade,
organized from residents to
assume security duties, melted
away within a few months.
Weeks after the siege ended,

Iraqi politician Ahmad Chalabi
and others complained that
the April agreement enabled
insurgents
to
transform
lallujah into a sanctuary. The
wave of car bombings and the
beheadingofforeign hostages that
accelerated after the end of
the lallujah fighting seemed to
validate those criticisms.
To avoid a repeat of the April
political disaster, the Iraqi
government
has
been
preparing the public for a
showdown. Yesterday, Allawi said
more extremists were flooding
into Fallujah.
Although negotiations With
lallujah clerics broke down this
month, government ministers
maintain they are still in contact
with community leaders in hopes
they will hand over al-Zarqawi. a
lordanian whom the clerics Insist
is not in the cirv.

Services Offered

Help Wanted

ITeBGNews
Classified
Ads

HELP WANTED! Our company is
seeking employees to perform
unskilled light production work. We
offer flexible hours - will work
around
your schedule-morning, afternoon,
and evening shifts available. Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus. Pay is $6/hr.
providing you work a minimum of 15
hrs.Avk. Pick-up an application at
our office Advanced Specialty Products. Inc. 428 Clough St., Bowling
Green, OH 43402. 419-354-2844

•Tired of missing deadlines because
you have other assignments?
Your Problems Are Solved
QuikType Services will type
resumes, reports, term papers &
business plans
Oulk Type offers last, accurate service with reasonable rates that vary
Call 419-917-0338 to set up an
appt
or email lynette .25®hotmail.com

372-6977
!«. NfWl -i" ">* _n*—fl) _«pt atlver
tiwnttm> ilui dm)imiMic, iw MOM
inatMfi agamsl _iv individual or group on the
MR, color, cmd) religion, nalinr-l
I mcnUliiui. diuhili:u«i-r_i. Of i*» ine butt ol J/I> rther legally pro11M

MMLftJJeBr___ Exploring the
Impact of depression on men in our
society. Thurs.. Oct 28, 2-3 pm, 320
Saodlemire, 372-2081 lor more info

City Events

Sport Technician 2 part-time
contracted positions available Dec.
1. 2004-June 30. 2005. Provide and
coordinate appropriate training and
competition opportunities in Special
Olympics and unified sports activities Salary not to exceed $13,000
Application deadline is 11/4/04
Application packets available
8am-4:30pm at Wood Lane School,
Ent. B, 11160 E. Gypsy Lane Rd..
Bowling Green, OH EOE

Westwood School of Horrors.
www.TerrorAtTheWestwood.com

Personals
Travel
Funny enough lo win over a crowd9
Last Comic Standing competition
Nov. 1,8 8 15 Irom 9:15-10:30 pm
Sign-up at the Information Center
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
today to reserve your spot!

MIBAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From S279! Includes Meals,
Port Taxes, Exclusive Beach Parlies
With 20-t 01 Your Favorite TV
CeleDnlies As Seen On Real World.
Road Rules, Bachelor!
Greal Beaches, Ntghllile!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
www Snnn9BreakTravel.c0m
1-800-678-6386.

Tired ol S6/hr.?
Cutco seeks hard-working mdv'ls. w/
pos attitude, greal pay Flex schedules, training provided, cust. sales/
srvc. interview in Toledo, work in
BG area, all ages 18+ Conditions
exist, to schedule an interview
CALL 419-861-6134

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COREC INNERTUBE WATER POLOOCT. 28
Learn a skill lor life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

itlSPRING BREAK! CANCUN.
ACAPULCO. JAMAICA
From $459+ Tax! FLORIDA S159!
Our Cancun Prices Are $100 Less
Than Olhersl Boo* Now!
Includes Breakfasts, Dinners,
30-50-f Hours Free Drinks1
Elhics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos al
wwwSDrinaBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386.

Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Fine Japanese Cuisine & Sushi Bar
Now hiring motivated wait staff.
Apply 465 W. Dussel Dr. Maumee

Wanted
For Sale

FEMALE SUBLEASER WANTED
ASAP! One room available in
Sterling Apis. Please call
419-944-4621 lor Information.

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Hotlesl
Destinations-Best Prices Book Now!
Campus Reps Wanted 1-800-2347007. endlesssummertours.com

est prices guaranteed. Book 11 people, get 12th trip tree! Group discounts lor 6-www.SpringBreakDis
counts.com or 800 838-8202

1998 Ford Taurus SE 125k
Blue/gray, loaded $2,900
419-574-2771

Need a female subleaser from Jan.
to May $250/mo plus util. Close to
campus on N. Enterprise. Please
contact Justine 330-323-0015.

Motorola 60 I cell phone $30
Call lor more inlo.
419-341-0180

Subleaser needed immed. Move in
NOW!! S440/mo., turn., very close to
campus. Lease ends in May. Call
anytime 419-494-4063

KAPLAN

brought to you by

Used brass trumpet for sale.
Good condition $300 OBO
CD collection, over 100 cd's $80
Call 419-341-0180

Help Wanted

For Rent

BARTENDING! $300/day potential
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174.

" 1 S 2 Bdrm Apts Starling 1/1/05,
low as $450 mo. Rooms Avail, now
lor $225 mo Call 419-353-0325
9am-9pm.
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ACROSS
1 Seize suddenly
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
25
27
29
33
34
35
36
37
40
41
43
44

ol Troy
Camera's eye
"Swan Lake" skirt
Battleship lo remember
Anthem opener
Start of an Oscar Wilde quip
Derek and Jackson
Certain Middle East expert
Sneeze sound
Panama cash
Part 2 ol quip
Vega's constellation
Musical discernment
Nose-in-lhe-air type
Knock senseless
Pretend pie ingredient
One with confidential into
Harrison in "Star Wars"
Very skilled
Roman wrap
Mine yield

45
46
49
51
52
55
56
62
63
64
65
66
67

Wellness grps.
Cannes water
Abner's size
Ultimate purpose

9 Close

31

1

..

1

■ ■

5

1 Classic Pontiac letters
2 Hosiery flaw
3 Had brunch

t3

10
11
12
13
18
19
22
23
24
25
26
28
30
31
32
35
38
39

Poker variant
Actor Morales
Contrary votes
Part ol CBS
Walks, slangily
Thai language
Tarzan, lor one
Impressionist Monet
Less ol a picnic?
Book jacket blurbs
Umpire
Bay State cape
Pirate song phrase
Warn, like a lion
"Gunsmoke" star
Overly excited
Puts on
Psyche part

Wolle ol whodunits
Part 3 ol quip
Uses a fork
Harness races
From the Orient
Make public
End ol quip
Skater Lipinski
Loom bar
Cozy corner
Over in Berlin
Valerie Harper sitcom
Damp at dawn

A 'A

-

42
46
47
48
50
52
53
54
55
57
58
59
60
61
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Ohio's new affordable online dating
service. 1 mo. free trial. Chalrooms
for all Ohio colleges
www.sweetyfinder.com

Gel Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn S15 - $125 & more per survey!
www.moneylorsurveys.com

Psychology M»|ors
Interested in a career in business?
Check out the BGSU Master ol
Organization Development
www.modbgsu.com

GET PAID TO DRIVE
A BRAND NEW CARI Now paying
drivers S800-S3200 a month.
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today!
www.lrsecarkey.com
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For Rent

For Rent

Church St Queen Anne Nail. Reg
ol Histonc Places Bay window w/
stained glass. 2 bdrm w/ bsmt.. liv
rm . din rm. kit.. W/D. slove. relng..
no pets. $769'mo 419-261-2038

""Now renting tor 05-06
SY.rJousfiS.
Lg & Sm Grand lathered for 3 to 8
students per unit Also Apts. all nexl
lo campus. Listing Avail. 24/7 @
316
E Merry #3 or call 419-353-0325
9am-9prn lor info. Will mail.

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCYI
1 S College Dr-2 BR unfurn apt
15 baths, starting al $425/mo..
dep
$425. Tenant pays elec NO PETS!
Assigned parking.
2 BR unfurn apt
above garage. $490/mo plus all ulil
Deposit S490 NO PETS!
828 7th St. »2-2 BR unfurn. apt
$475/mo. dep $475 Tenant pays
E.W.S. NO PETSI
Spr Sem Rental List Now Available
Call John Newlove Real Estate, Inc
Rental Office At (419) 354-2260
Office al 319 E Wooster St
across from Taco Bell

Easy Qualifying
Competive Rates
Pre-Qualifying
in 24 hrs
■ Personal
Home
• Debt Consolii

Subleaser needed in lg. 1 bdrm. apt
in house Dec 04-July05 $385/mo
(negotiable). All util. paid except
elec. tree heal Quiet area. 1 blk
from Downtown Call 330-307-0719
1 bdrm. subleaser needed.
Available mid-Dec. Renl negotiable
Call 352-7994

From Only
$465!
On selected floor plans
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AvmlaMi /rum 4 pm 'nl 10 pm
Freshly-baked Mealluaf served wilh
Mashed Potatoes. Gravy, Combrcad
Stufhni;. Vegetable and Coleslaw.
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Management Inc.
ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ONNOW

OPEN NOW
HUlsdakApt.
1082 Fan-view
• 3 ixirm Twnbs

1

N

I CYPSVlANf
I NcxncDvpOl

t

VARSITY

419-353-7715

710 N. Enterprise
• J ixlrnts

• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
• washer Dryer in 2 rxlnns
• CAN WALK TO CAMPUS

AflfrCA
Stop b) l he Office :il
1045 N. Main St.
or check website
www.meccahg.com

for complete listing
for next year. Will
start renting in
NOVEMBER.

STUDENT UNION

,

LASTCHANC
$ WINSllgCi

'J

0

Please fill out this form and drop it off at ffinWHfl^sTo'unter in the
Union by 10/30/0^^ntry form must be completed in its entirety to be
valid. No purchase necessary. Winner will be drawn 10/31/04.
First Name

Bull Creek Paintball Park

Last Name.

Scenario Games • Picnic Area • Private Group Outings & Parties
Paintball Gun Rental, Sales & Repairs • Largest Paintball Selection in the area!

low Prknl
wwvi.bullcreekpaintbell.com

Phone #
Email Address.
Wendy's at the BGSU Union Open 7 days a week

Exp. 1200/04

Sun-Thurs 10am-2am & Fri-Sat 10am-1 am
4J9-728-030^_wvvw.pertona.com/bc|su.html

Field: 9703 Greeniburg Pk„ Portage 419.266.4799
Store: 178 S.Main St., Bowling Green 419.3S3.2176
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BOWEN-THOMPSON

It's Do or Dye
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KAPLAN

30 Acre Paintball Park -Ten Playing Fields • Speedball
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the difference rnal

A Division of R&B Games- An action packtd advtnturt!

16* South Main Street
Ser.mi hn. I-,„.J Iincf 1972
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Hcinzsitf Apt.

FREE HEAT

W

All DAY BASIC ADMISSION $3.99
FOR OPEN PLAY SUNDAY ONLY

M

• Cafpcnts/BGSU Bus stop

WUIWTV iQUAM
AMMTMINTS

Even responsif
people need a little I

v /■/>/y. -y/f/fJr/Y/y

Baked Meatloaf
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• Patio

1

• Business Loa

178 S. Main • Bowling Green • 419.353.2176 • www.rbhobby.com

(*9_# Dinner /?

■ '

• W.islur Dr\<-r Hook up
(2 .Slxlrml

entrance

• Convenient on-site parking

m •!!•*»
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• Dishwasher
• c iarbage Disposal

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

• Pets welcome

Exl 1

10% Off Any Purchase With Student ID

3 11 n
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l,\ 4 H
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1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

1-800-426-9803

Eidudsng paMbal gum and tW Utirm Coupon «-y not M co^tum) -ltd an, othmt o_co__

H

Nl :
Hj i
1, '

Call 353-5800

• Laundry facilities

GAMES

'
i

N

1-800-KAP TEST • wwvv.KAPTl SI.<OM

PARTMENTS

,

i

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
(ALL IHI WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP

www.CFCORP.info

PAINTBALL GUNS & SUPPLIES • SPORTS CARDS
MODELS • STRATEGY GAMES • BOARD GAMES
COLLECTABLE CARD GAMES • ROLE-PLAYING GAMES
NETWORK COMPUTER GAME LAB • POKER CHIPS & SUPPLIES
COMIC BOOKS 'MAGAZINES • DICE • R/C CARS • TRAINS
GAME ROOMS • 30 ACRE PAINTBALL PARK
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2 or 3 bedroom furnished apt.
Available Immediately.
Close to campus. 419-352-5239
Subleaser neededSpr. Sem. 467 S.
Summit #57 Clean, quiet neighborhood. Close to campus &
downtown. (330)719-0139.

u

0 0 N

• Spacious kitchen

Services Offered

Period alter surrender
Director Herzog
" and Her Sisters'
Quick trip
Can. province
Rebuke to Brutus
Melville's whaler
Dried up
Taj Mahal site
Late starter?
Homer's TV neighbor
Fish eggs
Part of DJIA
Wild blue yonder
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